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Farm Types in Nebraska, as Determined by 
Climatic, Soil, and Economic Factors 
by 
R. R. Spafford 
INTRODUCTION 
This bulletin treats chiefly of Nebraska agricultural areas 
as determined by climatic, soil, and economic factors. Most 
of the subject matter centers about the kind of farm crops 
grown and their yields. Cultural practices applied to crops 
are only incidentally considered. Most of the data used are 
from the Thirteenth Census of the United States and cover 
the crop year 1909. The small amount of data not derived 
from this source comes largely from field studies in this 
State and is used merely to support certain methods of treat-
ing census data. 
To make the basis of the analysis of Nebraska agricul-
tural areas more stable, it has been necessary to follow thru-
out the northern hemisphere some of the very general prin-
ciples in regard to climate, soil, plants, and people. Further-
more, it has been necessary to place the crop groups (based on 
the classification of annual crops) of Nebraska in line with 
those of the United States as a whole and to extend the size-
of-farm study thruout the Great Plains region. 
Crop-group belts are determined largely by the quantity 
of heat received and in general extend from east to west. The 
size of farm in the Great Plains is determined largely by rain-
fall and serves as a good index to the quantity of field crop and 
pasture growth. The general trend of any given size-of-farm 
belt in this region is from north .to south. The fact that crop-
group belts and size-of-farm belts in Nebraska tend to run at 
right angles to one another makes it a relatively simple matter 
to block out areas that have a fairly uniform type of farming. 
In determining the boundaries of type areas, soils are not 
ignored. Extreme conditions of texture and topography de-
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termine certain types and subtypes. The Sand Hill and Level 
Loess areas in this State serve as illustrations. For each 
type area the type of farm, as it existed in 1909 , has been 
calculated. The facts concerning the various farm types have 
been grouped about as fo llows : 
1. Size of farm
2. Use of land. 
Crop groups. 
Total yields. 
Yields per acre. 
Value of plant 
growth. 
Cr op indexes. 




Live-stock r eturns. 
4. Labor. 
5. Capital. 
6. Classes of operators. 
The principal object of this work is to corr elate in a 
measured way a number of important facts concerning farm 
typEs. The work, it will be seen , is by no means final. T he 
material prepared during short intervals in the past two 
years is published here simply as a progress report. 
THE OUTLINE OF AGRICU LTURAL REGIONS IN THE NO RTHERN 
HEMISPHERE 
North America has two large agricultural regions. One 
of these regions centers in Washington, Or egon, and Cali-
fo rnia, and the other in the eastern part of the United States 
and southern Canada. Eurasia also has two such r egions 
similarly located. One is occupied in part by Great Britian, 
F rance, Germany, Austria, and east-central Russia, and the 
other in part by China Proper, Manchuria, and Japan. The 
climate of each of these regions is to a large extent deter-
mined by t he westerly winds.* Land located along western 
coasts r eceives the westerlies fresh from the ocean while that 
located along eastern coasts receives these winds only after 
they have crossed more or less of the interior of the land mass. 
Climate within the belt of the westerlies ranges from 
oceanic to continental. Naturally the truest types of oceanic 
climate in this belt of winds are found on western coasts. 
The climatete of southeastern orth America and Eurasia is to a n extent 
affected by the trade winds
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Eastern coasts have what may be classed as an oceanic cli-
mate, but it is not as equable as that of western coasts. The 
extreme continental climate is common to the interior of North 
America and Eurasia. In contrast with an oceanic climate, a 
continental climate is variable. Temperature changes are 
more sudden and extreme. Rainfall is comparatively lighter 
and when it comes it is apt to be torrential rather than steady. 
Also when snow falls the ground is seldom covered with a uni-
form blanket. In general it can be stated that the climates 
found on similar sides of North America and Eurasia are more 
comparable than those found on adjacent sides. This is to a 
less extent true of points in the interior. 
The boundaries of the four great agricultural regions in 
the northern hemisphere are determined by low temperature, 
low rainfall, and coast lines. In southern Canada, Norway, 
Sweden, and Finland, and in northern Russia, Manchuria 
and Japan, agriculture is limited by low temperature. The 
principal agricultural boundaries determined by low rainfall 
in North America are found (1) in the states of the Great 
Plains and (2) in the states of the Pacific coast region. In 
Eurasia the principal agricultural boundaries determined by 
low rainfall are found (1) in southeastern Russia and (2) in 
western China Proper and Manchuria. Figures 1, 2, and 3 
indicate in a diagrammatic way these agricultural boundaries. 
The small circles mark temperature limits, and the dashes 
rainfall limits. 
The northern parts of the two agricultural regions in 
both land masses are connected by a strip of marginal agri-
cultural country lying between a cold adverse region to the 
north and a dry adverse region to the south. This is roughly 
indicated in the figures by a line made up of both circles and 
dashes. It is possible that these strips of country are deter-
mined by the fact that to the south higher temperature makes 
droughts very destructive while to the north the lack of heat 
during the growing season soon comes to act as an absolute 
limit to ordinary agriculture. 
Soil has but little visible effect upon the boundaries of 
these agricultural regions. Co,nsidered on any large geo-
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Fig. The principal boundaries of the agricultural regions or North
America. The sma ll cir cles mark temp ernture limi ts and the dashes rainfall 
limits
graphical scale, soil effects are often submerged by climate. 
The reverse, however, is true within any comparatively small 
area of agricultural land. Here variations in soil often have 
sufficient range to outweigh the relatively small range of 
climatic variations. 
The location of the favorab le agricultural lands with ref-
erence to the distribution of native vegetation is striking. 
The low temperature boundaries are closely marked by the 
southern limits of the northern coniferous forests while the 
low rainfall boundaries are marked by a sparse vegetation 
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Fig. The principal boundaries of the agricultural region of Europe. The 
small ci rcles 1nark temperature limi t s a nd th e das hes rainfall limits. 
characteristic of semidesert regions. Within the favorable 
region one finds most of the broad-leaved forests and good 
growths of temperate grasses. 
Figures 4, 5, and 6 illustrate the relative importance of 
soil, rainfall, and heat in various parts of any great agri-
cultural region. The curved surface of a figure represents 
the great divisions of substance and the plane surface a few 
of the greater forces that are important to plants. Man, 
of course, is actively concerned with only such factors as 
happen to fall low enough to hinder him in maintaining his 
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F ig . The prin cipa l boundaries of the ag ri cu ltura l region of A s ia . The
sm all circles mark tem pe ratu re limits an d the clashes ra infa ll limits. 
bodily comfort. These figures indicate why it is that farmers 
living well within favorable regions give a great deal of 
attention to soil problems, while those in the northern border 
areas are more interested in cold evasive and cold resistant 
crops; and again in dry border areas interest turns to prob-
lems of irrigation, drought evasion and drought resistance. 
Of the people living in North America and Eurasia, 90 
to 95 per cent are located within the favorable regions. To 
the north scarcity of food and the difficulty of maintaining a 
comfortable bodily temperature act as checks to immigra-
tion. Along low rainfall boundaries the principal check is the 
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Fig. Soil t h e limiting factor wi t hin favorable agricultural r egions. 
the difficulty of obtaining food. It may be added in con-
·nection with these statements that our inability to control 
bodily temperature is one of the chief hindrances to a suc-
cessful intensive tropical agriculture. 
From the foregoing discussion it can easily be seen that 
Nebraska data will bear heavily upon moisture problems 
such as are common to areas near t he center of the Great 
Plains. Altitude in the extreme western part of the State 
adds to what would otherwise be a short scale in heat differ-
ences. As concerns soil, there is almost a complete scale in 
both texture and topography. 
THE EFFECT OF HEAT UPON THE ACREAGE OF CROPS 
TREATED AS ANNUALS '' 
A CLASSIFICATION OF F JELD CROPS 
Most field crops can be classified as either annuals, bien-
nials, or perennials. In field practice biennial crops have no 
For a number of the ideas presented in t h is division of the bulle tin the author
is indebted to Professor E. Hopt, form er ly i n charge of Field C rops instruction
in t he Col lege of Agriculture University of Nebraska
12 Nebraska Experiment Station Research Bul. 15 
LIGHT HE AT GRAVITY ANO OTHE 
f"ORCES 
Fig . 5.- \ Vater t he limiting factor in bord e r reg ion s determined by ra in fa l J. 
well-defined place of their own. In some cases they are 
treated as annuals and in other cases as perennials. This 
being the case, one is justified in saying that, in general, 
there are but two large divisions of field crops, one division 
treated as annuals and the other as perennials. 
Crops treated as annuals divide into three groups com-
monly spoken of as fall or winter annuals, spring annuals, 
and summer annuals. Winter annuals are usually seeded in 
the fall, live thru the winter, bear fruit and die the following 
summer. Spring annuals are seeded either in the late winter 
or during the spring and are harvested in the summer or 
early fall. Summer annuals are planted either in the late 
spring or -early summer and are harvested during the fall and 
early winter. 
This part of the bulletin deals principally with the acre-
age of the various field crops listed in the census that are 
treated as cultivated annuals. It appears that the variation in 
the acreage of the three groups of crops belonging to this 
division affords one of the best possible measures of the effect 
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Fig. Heat the l im iting facto r in bo rder re g io ns de te rmined by low tem-
perature
of heat upon farming. The crops treated as annuals are pres-
ent in nearly every county in the United States and usually 
occupy the greater part of the cultivated land. These points 
are very essential where large-scale measurements are to be 
made. 
While it is true that the acreage of cultivated crops 
treated as perennials is affected by heat it is also true that 
the effect of heat upon the acreage of perennials is often out-
weighed by rainfall, soil, and economic conditions. This to-
gether with the fact that cultivated perennials are scarcely 
represented in a large number of counties in the United States 
makes them almost useless in the measurement of what are 
more purely heat effects. 
The census makes no attempt to keep winter, spring, and 
summer annuals separated from one another. This grouping 
of crops in the census made it necessary in some cases to use 
estimates, and in other cases supplementary data. The fol-
lowing outline will give an idea of how the census material 
was treated before beginning the study of heat in its relation 
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to farming. There may be a number of serious and valid ob-
jections to the classification of certain crops in the spring 
and summer annual groups. The outline simply shows the 
order in which the census material was organized for this 
particular study. 
A. Cultivated crops treated as annuals. 
1. Winter annuals. ( Cold tolerant but heat sensitive.) 
a. Winter wheat (supplementary data used). 
b. Rye. (The acreage of rye given in the census 
was treated as winter rather than spring. This of 
course causes error in counties growing spring rye
but this error is seldom sufficient to affect ma-
terially any broad classification of farming re-
gions.) 
2. Spring annuals, together with such summer an-
nuals as are favored by cool weather and have a rel-
atively short growing season. ( Cold tolerant but 
heat sensitive.) 
a. Spring wheat (supplementary data used). 
b. Oats. (The acreage of oats given in the census 
was treated as spring. If the 1909 acreage of 
winter oats per county had been available, the 
southern border of the summer-winter type of an-
nual cropping could have been mapped more ac-
curately. See page 18.) 
c. Barley. (The acreage of barley given in the cen-
sus was treated as spring.) 
d. Emmer and speltz. 
e. Flax. 
f. Potatoes. 
g. Grains cut green. (This acreage could not be 
used, as it contained both winter and spring 
grains.) 
h. Peas. (The acreage in the Northern States was 
classed here . In the Middle States, where the acre-
age is very small, peas were omitted.) 
i. Buckwheat. 
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3. Summer annuals such as are favored by warm or 
hot summers. (Length of season required had con-
siderable weight in placing a few of the crops in this 
group.) 
a. Corn. 
b. Kafir corn and milo. 
c. Sugar cane. 
d. Sorghum cane. 
e. Broom corn. 
f. Millet and Hungarian grasses. 
g. Coarse forage. (The acreage of coarse forage ac-
cording to the census schedule is made up almost 





1. Peas. (The acreage given in the more southern 
states was classed as summer.) 
m. Peanuts. 
n. Hemp. 
o. Sweet potatoes and yams. 
B. Crops treated as perennials. (This division is not 
used in studying the effect of heat upon farming.) 
1. Cultivated crops. 
a. Clover alone. 
b. Timothy alone. 
c. Timothy and clover mixed. 
d. Alfalfa. 
e. Other tame and cultivated grasses. 
f. Hop. (This acreage was used only m cases 
where the cultivated area was desired.) 
2. Crops not cultivated. 
a. Wild, salt, and prairie grasses. 
THE SIX PRINCIPAL TYPES OF ANNUAL CROPPING
Three things, mathematically speaking, have but six pos-
sible arrangements; so it is with the three groups of field crops 
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classed under the head of "cultivated crops treated as an-
nuals." In certain regions conditions are such that winter 
annuals occupy the greatest part of the acreage given to an-
nuals. In other regions the acreage of spring annuals or 
the acreage of summer annuals may occupy first place. Each 
of the regions thus determined can again be subdivided. For 
example, in a region where the acreage of winter annuals 
stands first, it may be that in some parts summer annuals 
stand second and in other parts spring annuals occupy that 
place. Thus from the six possible arrangements we derive the 
six types of cropping. The subdivision of these six principal 
types could be carried even further by determining the relative 
standing of particular crops within their respective groups. 
In this bulletin, however, very little use is made of the minute 
divisions that are possible. 




I Spring- 1 S_pring- I Su1:1mer- , S1;1mmer-1 Wii:i,ter- 1 Winter-summer wmter sprmg wmter sprmg summer 
type type type type type type 
1st .................. , Spring I Spring I Summer! Summer! Winter I Winter 
2nd ................ Summer Winter Spring Winter I Spring Summer 
3rd ................ Winter Summer Winter Spring Summer Spring 
Table 1 describes and names the six principal types of 
annual cropping. It will be observed that the name of a 
type is determined by the relative standing of its two most 
important groups of annuals. A sample problem will serve 
to explain the method of determining and mapping these 
types. According to the Thirteenth Census of the United 
States the 1909 acreage of various crops treated as annuals 
in Fillmore county, Nebraska, was as follows: 
Crops Acres 
Corn ------··---·----- ' ···- ·----·---··-· ·-·······-· ···--·---·-·-·· ··· -···119,007 
Oats --··--·····----· ·--·--·· -- -----··-· ·-·-·····--···· ···--·-·····-····· 36,443 
Wheat ·····--·---·------- ·--··----- ·---- --- ····-·· ······--------------·· 85,893 
Emmer and Speltz .... --- ·-········--·-- ·············--·-··· ··-· 344 
Barley --··-· ····-·--··-··· ·--·--··-----·-··-·------· ···--·-------------- 88 
Buckwheat --···--·-----------··--·--·------·····-----· ······-----··· 2 
Rye -·· ·--····-··--·---··--·--····-··--·---· ------··-----·----· ··· ·------- 40 
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Kafir corn and milo maize______ ___ ____________ _________ __ 12 
Dry edible beans···--·----- -·------- -· -·-----·-··----,-···---·-- 0 
Flax ·-·-··-··---······--····-··· ----·---··-·----··--·------- --- ----- -··· 10 
Millet and Hungarian grasses_______ _______ ___ _____ __ __ 222 
Grains cut green_·-- --·-·-------------------····-·--······------ 27 
Coarse forage ··--·- -·--··-------- ------------- ---- --------------- 309 
Potatoes ----------------··---------------------- -- -------------------- 957 
Sugar beets ·· -- --· -··--···-··---·--- -------- -···- ------···--------- 0 
Cane, sorghum ·-------·-- ----------- --------·- --------- ----- --- - 7 
These acreages were treated and grouped as follow: 
SPRING SUMMER WINTER 
Winter wheat .. .. 
Rye ··-··········---·-···· 40 
Spring wheat ____ *154 Corn ···-----······---.119,007 
Oats ·--·--··············36,443 
Emmer and 
· speltz ·· --· ·-····---·- 344 
Barley ··········-······· 88 
Flax -·········-·--· ·-··· 10 
Potatoes .............. 957 
Buckwheat --·-··---· 2 
Kafir -··--···-··-· ·-··· 12 
Millet ·········--······· 222 
Coarse forage 309 
Cane -·-···············-· 7 
Winter Spring Summer 
acreage ····-·-·····85,779 acreage acreage ..... .. 
Winter acreage ·····-·-··-······--·--·-····--··········----· -······ 85,779 or 35.2 % 
Spring acreage ·--··········-·---------·-···-·-··· ················· 37,998 or 15.6% 
Summer acreage ·····················-···········--····· ·-···· ······119,557 or 49.2% 
243,334 or 100.0% 
Since the summer group stands first and the winter group 
second in order of importance, the annual cropping system 
of Fillmore county, Nebraska, in 1909 belonged to the sum-
mer-winter type. 
CROP BOUNDARIES 
The map on page 18 (Fig. 7) shows the approximate 
boundaries of the six types of annual cropping as they existed 
in the crop year 1909. The heart of the Corn Belt is made up 
of the summer-spring and summer-winter types. To tbe 
north of the Corn Belt and along the Pacific coast the domi-
nant type is spring-summer. Most of the Rocky Mountain 
region and some of the cooler parts of the Great Lakes region 
belong to . the spring-winter type. The two remaining types 
*The acreage of spring wheat was taken from the Nebraska Agricultural 
year book (crop year and su btracted from t be total a creage of wheat
reported In the census. The r emaining acr eage was classed as winter wheat 
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Fig. The approximate boundari es of the s ix principal types of annual 
cropping in t h e U nited States. (Cr op yea r , 
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occupy relatively small areas within those already mentioned. 
The winter-summer type develops at certain points within the 
summer-winter areas. The largest developments of this type 
are in western Kansas and southeastern Pennsylvania. The 
winter-spring type may develop in either the spring-winter 
or the winter-summer areas. Its most accurately defined area 
covers a part of southeastern Washington and north-central 
Oregon. This type is also indicated on the map as occurring 
in Idaho, Utah, Montana, Colorado, Michigan, Ohio, and 
Pennsylvania. In as far as was possible to determine, the 
southern states belong largely in the summer-spring type of 
cropping. Tho the name of the southern type of annual 
cropping is the same as that applied to the cropping in the 
northern part of the Corn Belt, the two regions are very 
different when one comes to compare the per cent of annuals 
falling in the summer group. In the southern states the sum-
mer group commonly occupies from 85 to 90 per cent of the 
acreage of land given to crops treated as annuals, while in the 
northern part of the Corn Belt this group occupies only 50 to 
60 per cent of such acreage. If the above measurements are 
true the cropping in the northern half of the Corn Belt and 
the cropping in the southern states may be looked upon as 
examples of two divisions of the summer-spring sype. 
CROSS-SECTIONAL VIEWS OF VARIOUS TYPES OF ANNUAL CROPPING 
The cross-sectional views (Figs. 8 and 9) drawn from 
data entering into the map on page 18 make it possible to 
study the relationship of one type to another. Figure 8 is 
a cross-sectional view along a line extending from southern 
Arkansas to the extreme northern part of Michigan. The per 
cent of the acreage of annuals given to the winter group is 
extremely low along the line in Arkansas; but by the time 
one reaches St. Louis County in Missouri, the winter group 
has come to occupy over 50 per cent of the land in annuals. 
To the north of this county, winter annuals drop out rapidly. 
If the acreage of spring rye does not have too great an in-
fluence, one can say that there is a tendency for winter an-
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nuals to increase slightly while crossing Wisconsin and north-
ern Michigan. 
Beginning at the southern end of the line in Arkansas the 
summer group of annuals stands over 85 per cent as far 
north as Ripley County in Missouri. North of this point sum-
mer annuals drop out rapidly until they finally stand at almost 
zero in Kewaunee County, Michigan. It will be observed that 
along this line, from southern Arkansas to northern Mich-
igan, it is the summer rather than the spring annual group 
that gives way to winter annuals. 
The most striking thing to be observed concerning the 
spring annual group is that its rate of increase to the north is 
comparatively steady. In all cross-sectional studies thus far 
made, the rate of change for the spring annual group has been 
more uniform than that of the other groups. 
The vertical crayon-like lines in the graph (Fig. 8) mark 
the boundaries between types. These occur wherever two 
heavy solid lines cross one another. Named in order from 
south to north the types are as follows: summer-spring, sum-
mer-winter, winter-summer, summer-winter, summer-spring, 
spring-summer, and spring-winter. 
The cross-sectional view of types in southeastern Wash-
ington and north-central Oregon (Fig. 9) gives the relation 
existing between the spring-summer, spring-winter, and 
winter-spring types. At the southern end of the line, which 
is in Baker County, Oregon, winter annuals stand at about 16 
per cent. In north-central Oregon, some eighty miles to the 
northwest along this line, winter annuals come to occupy over 
80 per cent of the acreage. Continuing northwest, winter 
annuals drop out rapidly until they reach almost zero in 
Snohomish County, Washington. Spring annuals, it will be 
seen, vary inversely as the winter annuals, for the summer 
annual group thruout this cross-section stands so low that it 
has almost no effect. This is particularly true where winter 
annuals occupy first place. 
The broken lines crossing the graphs (Figs. 8 and 9) serve 
as an index to the quantity of heat above freezing that is nor-
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F ig. A c ross-sectional v iew of annual cr o p ping along a line extending
from south ern Arkansas to the extre m e northern pa rt of Michigan. (See k ey 
map placed on t he rigbt-hancl s icle of t h e graph
mally received during the year. To reduce the quantity of 
heat from degrees to per cent, 450 month-degrees above freez-
ing was used as a base. This quantity of heat is found in only 
the warmest parts of the United States . 
MONTH-DEGREESABOVE FREEZING
Figure 11 will show where this quantity of heat ( 450 
month-degrees above freezing) is found in souther!]. Texas. 
To calculate a similar figure for any given Weather Bureau 
station, it is only necessary to determine the total of the 
normal mean temperature of the months above freezing and 
subtract from the sum as many thirty-twos as there are 
months having a normal mean temperature above freezing.* 
This gives what is spoken of here as month-degrees above 
freezing or, in brief, simply month-degrees. Thirty-two de-
grees is used as the lower limit because it marks a point below 
*Snmp le proble m Calculation of the month -degrees a t the University F arm, 
L incoln, Nebraska. . 
Normal mean tem peratur e: Jan ., II'eb., 25.3; March 41.6; A pril , 52.7; 
May June, 71.1 ; July 7G.0; August 75.0 ; Sept. , 67.4 ; Oc t ., oo.O; Nov. 40.6 ; 
D ec., 28.1. 
(41.6+52.7 +62.3+71.1 +·rn.o+ 75 .0+fl7.4 +55.0 + 40.6) - 1ax32) = 253.7 
month-d egr ees a abovefreezing
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Fig. A cross-sectional view o f 
annual cropping along a line extending 
from northeastern Oreg on to nor.t!Jwest-
ern Washington (See key map placed 
in t!,e u pper rig ht -hand corner of the 
graph
F ig . 10.- A diagra m of the occur -
r ence of the winter- s pring type of an -
n ual cropping wit!Jin the winter -
su mrner and s u1nme r-winter types. 
which the growth of agricultural plants almost ceases. Some 
persons prefer 36 ° F. or even 40° F. as a lower limit. There 
can, however, be no good reason for choosing an arbitrary 
point so long as 32 ° F. is less questionable and better known. 
BOUNDARY L INES DETERMINED LARGELY BY HEAT 
The lines separating one type of annual cropping from 
another (Fig. 7) are to a large extent determined by heat. 
The boundary between the spring-summer and summer-spring 
types east of the Rockies follows in general the line of 200 
month-degr ees. (See Figs. 7 and 12.) West of the Rockies 
the boundary between these two types of cropping could not be 
accurately determined. The boundary line that is shown on 
the map (Fig. 7) appears to bear no relation to the line of 
Farm Typ es in N ebr aska 
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Fig. 11.- ironth -d egrees a b ove freezing
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Fig. 12.-The line of 200 month-degr ees above freezing m a rks ver y closely 
the boundary between the spring -summer and s ummer -spring types of annual 
cropping east of the Rockies. 
200 month-degrees west of the Rockies. Question marks ap-
pear on the map at points where the classification was most 
difficult and inaccurate. To classify this part of the United 
States one would need in some cases to use township or pre-
cinct data in the place of county data. Furthermore the acre-
age of winter annuals would need to be more carefully sepa-
rated from the acreage of spring annuals. 
The boundaries of the summer-winter and winter-spring 
types are in close harmony with certain quantities of winter 
wheat. The center of the summer-winter and winter-spring 
types are usually found close to the line where winter heat 
measures zero month-degrees. (See Fig. 13.) Each of the 
winter-annual areas in 1909 occupied areas where the winter 
heat measured not less than - 25 month-degrees. While the 
northern limit was closely marked by -25, the southern limit 
was almost as closely marked by +25 month-degrees of 
winter heat. (It will be observed that crop boundaries and 
heat lines are again found to be most at variance with one an-
other in the southwestern part of the United States.) 
Since in the summer-winter and winter-spring regions 
winter annuals are more or less active from September 1st to 
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Fig. 13.- :Month -degrees above freezing received during December. January
and February. 
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July 1st the quantity of heat above freezing has also been 
determined for this period. Figure 14 defines the boundaries 
of a belt of country in the United States which receives from 
150 to 230 month-degrees above 'freezing between September 
] st and July 1st. The small circles placed to the north of this 
belt mark certain points that receive during the winter an-
nual season not less than 138 month-degrees. Only a few 
winter annual areas will be found to the north of these 
points. 
THE EFFECT OF FACTORS OTHER THAN HEAT 
Tho heat has the greatest effect upon the boundaries of 
crop types, rainfall, soil, and economic conditions can have 
a marked influence. A few examples will suffice to illustrate 
how heat alone will not fully account for the position of cer-
tain crop boundaries. Thus the area of winter-summer crop-
ping in western Kansas is determined to a large extent by 
July and August droughts that are accompanied by extreme 
heat. Winter wheat in this area escapes the hot draughty 
period more often than corn and other summer annuals. If 
it were not for this fact this area would without much doubt 
drop back to the summer-winter type. The factors just men-
tioned also influenced the development of the small island of 
winter-summer cropping in south-central Nebraska, but here 
extremely level land was also a factor. This type would,_ in 
all probability, not have appeared at this point in 1909 had 
the land been hilly. 
The position of boundary lines in a given year throws 
some light on the economic question of profits derived from 
certain crops. As an illustration, the boundary line drawn 
around the winter-summer type in western Kansas must define 
an area within which, according to the experience of farmers, 
an acre of winter annuals had been paying better than an acre 
of summer annuals. When one stops to consider that in -this 
area winter wheat is about the only winter annual and corn is 
the leading summer annual, it is not far wrong to assume that 
here an acre of winter wheat previous to 1909 had been paying 
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Fig, Month-degrees above freezing received between September 1st and 
July l:-it. The small circlesmark poin ts t hat r eceive during this p eriod n ot less 
than month-degrees above freezing The barred part of t he belt on the 
Pacific coast indica tes very cool summers, i.e., s u mmers measuring less than 100 
m onth -degrees above freezing. 
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better than an acre of corn. If it were not for the fact that an 
acreage of one group of annuals sometimes of necessity carries 
with it a certain acreage of another group, this line of reason-
ing could, without much modification, be applied to all type 
boundary lines. For example, it would be only approximately 
correct to state that in changing from a corn and oat region 
to a corn and wheat region the boundary line between the two 
marked the point at which the profits from an acre of winter 
wheat began to exceed those from an acre of oats. It would 
be more nearly correct to say that the boundary line marked 
the point at which the profits from a given acreage of corn 
and wheat began to exceed the profits from a given acreage of 
corn and oats. 
SIZE OF FARM IN RELATION TO RAINFALL AND OTHER 
FACTORS IN THE GREAT PLAINS 
DEFINITION OF THE TERM FARM
A farm, generally speaking, is the area of land from 
which a family derives a living thru such operations as culti-
vating crops, cutting wild hay, pasturing native grasses, and 
feeding live stock. Broadly construed, this definition makes 
it possible for a single farm to include owned land, leased 
land, and "free range." If the are·a of free range were to be 
excluded, the use of the term farm in this bulletin would be 
similar to its use in the Thirteenth Census. 
Two extracts from the instructions for the general agri-
cultural schedule ( 1910) will serve to illustrate t he census use 
of the word farm. 
Farm. A "farm," for census purposes- that is, for 
which a general farm schedule should be obtained- is 
all the land which is directly farmed by a single person, 
managing and conducting agricultural operations, either 
by his own labor alone or with the assistance of members 
of his household or of hired employees. The term "agri-
cultural operations" is here used as a general term re-
ferring to the work of growing crops, producing other 
agricultural products, and raising animals, fowls, and 
bees. A farm as thus defined may consist of a single 
tract of land or a number of separate and distinct tracts 
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situated in the same or in different enumeration dis-
tricts, and may be held under different tenures, as where 
one tract is owned by the farmer and another tract leased 
by him. 
For example, if A B operates or cultivates under 
his personal management one tract of 60 acres in one 
place and another tract of 30 acres in another place, these 
two separate tracts constitute one farm of 90 acres
But if A B owns 90 acres of land in one tract but culti-
vates under his personal management only 60 acres of 
such tract and leases the other 30 acres to another person, 
C D, the farm of A B consists of but 60 acres-that is, 
the number of acres actually farmed or operated by him, 
the remaining 30 acres constituting the farm, or part of 
the farm, of C D. Or, again, if A B owns 90 acres of 
land which he ordinarily considers as "his farm," but 
leases 30 acres from CD, then the farm of AB consists of 
120 acres-that is, the total number of acres actually 
farmed by him. 
Ranches using public lancls. The farm of ranchmen 
using the public domain includes only the land which he 
owns or leases. If he leases public land or any other land, 
such land is a part of his farm. But his farm does not 
include any public land for which he pays no rental or 
upon which live stock are grazed at a fixed charge per 
head. Across the head of schedules for farms and 
ranches using public lands for grazing live stock write 
RANGE in large letters. In cases where cattle are grazed 
wholly upon the public domain and the owner of the ani-
mals does not own or lease any land, fill out a schedule for 
the owner the same as for any ordinary farm operator, 
omitting answers, however, to Inquiries 10 to 15 and writ-
ing in answer to Inquiry 6 the words "No land owned 
or leased." 
When we include from a farm public land for which a 
farmer "pays no rental or upon which live stock are grazed 
at a fixed charge per head" we decrease, to that extent, the 
area of land from which he derives a living and his farm 
cannot be directly compared with one having no free range. 
METHOD OF CALCULATING THE SIZE OF FARJ\I IN THE GREAT PLAINS 
REGION 
For western Nebraska the Thirteenth Census reports 
that less than two-thirds of the total area of land was oc-
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cupied by farms. Field studies at many points in that part 
of the State lead one to believe that the people living there in 
1909 . would have been seriously handicapped in making a 
living had even the poorest one-third of the total land area 
been wholly excluded from agricultural use. A farm manage-
ment survey made in Kimball County in 1915 indicated that 
the size of farm in the county was nearer two sections of land 
than one section as reported in the census. In all probability 
the number of farms in Kimball County had increased since 
1909, and so it can hardly be true that a farm at that time 
consisted of only one section of land. It was also observed 
during this survey that the area of pasture land not grazed 
over at some time during the year was almost negligible. 
Table 2 compares the average size of farms taken at 
random in Farm Management surveys with census figures. 
In most cases the average size of farm secured thru surveys 
(1914-1916) is more in harmony with the result obtained by 
dividing the total land area of the county by the number of 
farms it contained in 1909, than with the size of farm given 
in the census. If the survey figures can be relied upon, it 
is safe to state that practically the entire area of land is made 
to contribute in one way or another to the living of farmers 
located upon it. It is a commonly known fact that nearly every 
western area had, at some time previous to the last census, 
TABLE 2.-The size of farm calculated from Nebraska Farm
Management surveys compared with census figures. 
Coun t .,· in 
which reconl 3 
n·erP tnl.::p:i 
, vestern co unties 
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8een ranchers strongly opposed to increasing the number of 
farms. Even in those times they must have felt that, to make 
a living under such economic conditions as they were experi-
encing, it was necessary to use practically all of the land. 
The first calculations of the size of farm per county in 
this State were based upon the assumption that only a very 
small part of a county was not being used by the people farm-
ing there. An attempt was made to eliminate from the total 
acreage of each county (1) the area occupied by the very small 
farms reported in the census and (2) the area occupied by 
town lots and railroads. lt was soon found (1) that the 
very small farms could not consistently be separated from the 
largest farms and (2) that the area of land occupied by towns 
and railroads combined did not as a rule amount to one per 
cent of the area of the county. Further studies brought out 
the fact that the relation between the number of very small 
farms and the area of land occupied by towns and railroads 
was such that one always tended to offset the effect of the 
other when the total area of the county was divided by the 
total number of farms. Figures bearing upon the size of 
farm in the vicinity of Omaha will illustrate this tendency of 
very small farms to offset even a large area of land in town 
lots and railroads. According to the order followed in the 
first method of study, it was estimated that Douglas county, 
in which Omaha is located, had 29,560 acres of land occupied 
by towns, railroads, and very small farms. The remaining 
area of Douglas county was then divided by the number of 
larger farms. This gave 168 acres per farm. Following the 
order of the second method the total area of the county was 
simply divided by the total number of farms. This gave 
acres per farm. As a check on these figures a field study 
(1917) was made in Papillion precinct in Sarpy county some 
seven miles southwest of the South Omaha market. The area 
covered was 18,880 acres. The average size of farm here 
proved to be 126 acres. Judging from this study and also 
from field observations in practically all precincts in Douglas
,county, the second method of calculating the size of farm gives 
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a more accurate idea of open farming country than the first. 
Another very important point in favor of the second method 
is its freedom from any arbitrary rulings concerning very 
small farms. 
When the total area of the county is used, it gives a 
stable basis from which to measure any change in the aver-
age size of farm brought about thru either an increase or a 
decrease in the number of farms. Table 3 illustrates the im-
portance of this fact. In the first column of the table are 
found the names of the type areas in Nebraska and also the 
TABLE 3.-The size of farm as affected by the number of 
farms within a given area. 
Nebraska t ype areas. Number Numbe1 Total arer, Size of farm 
Tbe figures indicate of a ll of all divided by total given in census 
the total acreage of farms in farms ii number of farms 
counties chosen to 1900 1910 -
represent a type area. 
.. :: I :::, moo 1910 _____ ...., ' ------(1) (2) ,3) (6) (7) 
2,314,240 acres used 14,520 13 52' 159 171 155 164 
Cass type area - + Thayer 
- + + 5.959,680 .. 
---------------
34,65 7 32,323 172 
' 
184 1G9 178 
W v.yne + - ·-
4,747,987 
------- -----------
20,254 20,743 234 
I 
229 232 213 
Buffalo + ·- -
2,542,720 
-·· ··· ·· -------
9,083 9,777 280 260 263 240 
Harlan - + I + 5,521,280 
------------------
20,3Gl 19,83~ 271 
I 





··· ·--------- --- --
6,939 8,194 408 345 321 316 




3,764 4,007 629 591 320 549 
Hitchcock - + ' - + 3,091,840 
·----- · --·· -----
3,619 4,588 855 
I 
674 514 531 
Chase + - + 4.231,040 
--------- -- ------
2,545 5,093 1,662 831 473 502 
E. Sand Hills + - + 2.994,560 
------------------
2,016 3,486 1,486 
I 
859 439 629 
High Plains + - I + 4,753.280 
------ -----------
2,654 4.203 l,789 1,129 709 
I 
746 
w. Sand Hills + - + 
5,818,240 .... ... . .......... 1 1,334 3,266 4,359 1,781 661 8.SCJ 
total area of the counties used in determining the average size 
of farm. The second column contains the number of all farms 
in 1900 that were located within the area of land indicated 
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in the first column of the table The third shows the number 
of all farms within this same area of land in 1910. Columns 
4 and 5 of the table give the calculated average size of farm 
for 1900 and 1910 respectively, while columns 6 and 7 givethe 
average size of farm as recorded in the census. It will be ob-
served that where the number of farms in 1910 shows an in-
crease over 1900, the average size of farm recorded in the 
census decreases in eastern areas and increases in western 
areas. For example, in 1900 some five million acres of land in 
the western Sand Hills held farms. Ten years later
the number of farms on this area of land had increased to 
3,266. The total area of land divided by the number of farms 
gives 4,359 acres per farm in 1900 and 1,781 acres in 1910. 
From the standpoint of the average area of land required to 
make a family living in those years, the figures are not far out 
of line with the experience of thrifty ranchers and farmers 
living there. Regardless of the fact that the number of farms 
in the western Sand Hills more than doubled between 1900 and 
1910, the census records a 30 per cent increase in the size of 
farm. This increase in size would not appear if all land 
grazed had been included in farm. 
It is seldom that large areas of grass land in the Great 
Plains are so completely withheld from farm use as to reduce 
agricultural practices to zer·o. Where land is partly withheld 
farmers and ranchers simply practice more extensive methods 
of farming than the other factors in the region would actually 
reouire. What is here said of grass lands will not apply to 
the timber lands found in northern Minnesota and Wisconsin. 
In this area, part of the land is used by lumber companies and 
cannot be classed as land in farms. The fact that much of this 
heavy timber must be clea red before the land can have any 
farm use makes it relatively easy to hold large tracts of 
timber from agricultural use. From these facts it can readily 
be inferred that in a timber region the area of a county di-
vided by the number of farms contained cannot give a true 
index to the average size of farm. Tho size-of-farm. lines, so 
determined, have been drawn across northern Minnesota and 
Wisconsin, they are of value only when compared with the 
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acres per person. A study of figures 24, 25, 26, and 27 in 
comparison with figures 28, 29, 30, and 31 will bring out the 
fact that the land in northern Minnesota and Wisconsin fur-
nishesa living for more than is indicated by the size-of-farm 
lines. It will be observed that ordinarily in a grass-covered 
region the 1280-acre lines are found very close to the lines in-
dicating 200 acres per person (total population). The 1280-
acre lines drawn across the timber region would probably 
cross about as far north as the lines indicating 200 acres per 
person if it were possible to reduce lumbering to a farm basis. 
A summary of the above discussion will bring out more 
clearly the chief considerations that led to basing size-of-farm 
studies in the Great Plains on simply the area of a county 
divided by the number of farms contained. (1) When a farm 
is defined as the area of land from which a family derives 
a living thru such operations as cultivating crops, cutting 
wild hay pasturing native grasses, and feeding live stock, 
nearly a ll of the land in the Great Plains can be looked upon 
as farm land. (2) The area occupied by town lots and rail-
roads tends to be offset by the number of very small farms. 
( 3) The total area of the county gives a stable basis from 
which to measure any changes in the average size of farm due
to a change in the number of farms
METHOD OF MAPPING· , 'f THE DATA
From county data contained in the census the size of farm 
has been determined for each county counties in Oklahoma 
excepted*) in the Great Plains region and certain bordering 
areas to the cast . The includes census reports as far 
back as 1880. Maps drawn after the plan of those commonly 
11sed by the \Veather Bureau are here used to summarize the 
size-of-farm data. This method of mapping makes it a simple 
matter to compare the trend of any given size-of-farm line 
with the trend of precipitation lines. 
Since Oklahoma did not develop in harmony with the other states in this
r egion, it i s h ere omitted
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THE WESTERN EDGE OF 160-ACRE FARMING
In 1880 the 160-acre farm was common as far west as 
northwestern Missouri, central Iowa, and southwestern Wis-
consin. A study of figure 19 will show that the 160-acre lines 
remained almost stationary in Kansas, Nebraska, and Iowa 
for a period of thirty years. The great expansion during the 
period between and 1910 took place t o the west , north, 
and south of t his st rip of country. Barring soil effects, the 
wes tern edge of quarter-section farming follows very closely 
a normal annual precipitation of from 31 to 32 inches. (See 
F ig. 18.) In eastern Kansas the 160-acre lines are usually 
found in counties having from 35 to 40 inches of rainfall. 
It is here that the "flint hill section" holds the 160-acre lines 
t o the east . In Texas the 160-acr e farm advanced much 
farther south than west. The westward advance against a 
decreasing · rainfall was scarcely great er than that taking 
place in the states to the north. 
TWO-SECTION FARMING
The principal factors affecting the size of farm in the 
drier parts of the Great Plains can best be introduced thru 
a study of the 1,280-acre lines. (See Fig. 23 and also Figs. 
24, 25, 26, and 27.) Between 1880 and 1910, two-section 
farming in South Dakota moved from a country having 24 
inches of rainfall to one having but 16 inches. In central 
Texas during the same period this size of farm occupied the 
strip of country lying between the 21 and the 26 inch r a in-
fall lines. While 1,280-acre farming in South Dakota ad-
vanced thru approximat ely an 8-inch decrease in rainfall, 
it advanced thru only about 5 inches in centr al Texas. The 
. slower advance against rainfall in the south can be attributed 
largely to two factors, namely, greater evaporation and some-
what slower development of country. Of the factors men-
tioned, evaporation appears to have the greater influence. 
In North Dakota and Texas the 1,280-acre lines make 
a fairly regular advance during each t en-year interval fol-
lowing 1880. In contrast with these r egula r movements, 
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the lines at many ,points in South Dakota, Nebraska, and Kan-
sas show a number of reactions. This is particularly true 
of the lines marking the western edge of two-section farming 
in 1890 and 1900. One of the outstanding features of the 
1,280-acre line in 1890 is its marked westward bend into 
northeastern Colorado. Within this bend homesteading 
reached one of its highest points. In the late eighties and 
early nineties, people here occupied a country developed more 
out of harmony with rainfall and heat than could be found at 
any point either to the north or to the south. The line drawn 
for the year 1900 gives at least a partial view of the reaction 
that followed.* It was most severe in southwestern Nebraska 
and northwestern Kansas. To the north and south of these 
areas the reactionary movement gradually disappears. 
S IZE OF FARM IN RELATION TO RAINF AL L AND HEAT 
The size of farm in 1880 and 1910 was probably more uni-
formly adjusted to rainfall and heat than it was in either 1890 
or 1900. (See Figs. 24, 25, 26, and 27.) Nevertheless, each 
map in the series just referred to shows a tendency for its 
lines to converge to the south more rapidly than rainfall. 
(See Fig. 18.) This convergence is more readily seen when 
the lines in the eastern quarter of Texas are covered. Figure 
15 is a diagram on which the 1910 size-of-farm lines are 
. plotted according to inches of rainfall used as degrees of 
longitude and month-degrees used as degrees of latitude. The 
320-acre line and the lines to the east of it follow approxi-
mately the same quantity of rainfall regardless of an increase 
or decrease in the quantity of heat. To the west of the 320-
acre line the section and two-section size of farm veer rapidly 
into higher rainfall to the east as the quantity of heat in-
creases to the south. As was mentioned in the introductory 
discussion of the 1,280-acre lines, a small part of this variation 
may be due to a slower development of western farming in the 
south. 
It must be borne in mind that some actions and reactions were so s harp that 
measurements made at ten-year intervals could not full y record th e m. 
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SIZE OF FARM IN RELATION TO SOIL 
From the preceding discussion one might be led to infer 
that the position of size-of-farm lines in the Great Plains is 
seldom affected by soil. The series of maps last referred 
to (Figs. 24, 25, 26, and 27) can also be used to illustrate cer-
tain soil effects. The "Flint Hill" section in Kansas was men-
tioned during a discussion of 160-acre lines. In 1880 this sec-
tion stood out as an island of half-section farming in eastern 
Kansas. In 1890, 1900, and 1910 the size of farm is seen 
to be somewhat reduced but it still stands out as an area oc-
cupied by relatively large farms. The Sand Hill region in 
north-central Nebraska has even a more marked effect upon 
the size of farm. On the map of 1880 (F'ig. 24) the two-sec-
tion and one-section lines in northeastern Nebraska bend 
sharply to the east in order to avoid the Sand Hills and border-
ing areas of more or less sandy land. In 1890 these lines enter 
the eastern Sand Hills. In 1900 they recede to the eastern 
edge, where they almost meet the half-section line which has . 
moved a little to the west and is just beginning to bend east-
ward in order to avoid sandy land. By 1910 the two-section 
line has passed beyond the Sand Hills, leaving behind it an 
island of very large farms to occupy the western part. While 
section farming has again entered the eastern Sand Hills, 
half-section farming in 1910 still skirts the edge. 
SIZE OF FARM IN RELATION TO RAINFALL AND ECONOMIC CONDITIONS 
A cross-sectional measurement of size of farm in the 
Great Plains region will bring out certain facts concerning 
rainfall and economic conditions more clearly than can be 
pointed out from maps. Figure 16 is a cross-sectional meas-
urement following approximately the line of 240 month-de-
grees from Iowa across southeastern Nebraska and north-
western Kansas into Colorado. The purpose of following a 
given quantity of heat is to eliminate in as far as possible the 
effect of heat upon the size of farm. The choice of this par-
ticular quantity of heat was influenced by the fact that it 
crosses the Great Plains at a point where soil variations are 
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slight. It is even possible that the western soils, being a 
little more open and more level than the eastern soils, give 
a slight advantage to the western farms. With effective vari-
ation in both heat and soil largely eliminated, the study along 
this line can be more positively centered upon the size of 
farm in relation to rainfall and economic conditions. In the 
graph (Fig. 16), rainfall tends to give similarity to the shape 
of the curves while economic conditions are largely responsible 
for their position relative to one another. Each of these curves 
shows that as soon as rainfall is decreased below a certain point 
the size of farm increases rapidly. This point in r a infall is 
sometimes designated as critical rainfall. Along the line of 
the graph, critical rainfall varies with economic conditions. 
Thus in 1880, 1890, 1900, and 1910, critical rainfall st ood 
at approximately 25.0, 19.5, 22, and 21 inches respectively. 
It is a rather striking fact that between 1880 and 1910 the 
critical point in rainfall along this line had been lowered 
only about 4 inches. When cross-sectional studies of this kind 
are made across the northern part of the Great Plains, the 
curves reach into lower rainfall and are less sharp. On the 
other hand, cross-sectional studies to the south of the 240-
month-degrees line give very sharp curves that do not reach 
into extremely low rainfall. 
S I ZE OF FARM IN R ELATION TO PLA-:\'T GROWTH 
The connecting link between size of farm and moisture 
conditions in the Great P lains is plant growth. It stands to 
reason that where rainfall is normally low and as a result crop 
yields are low and pasture grovvth is short, a farm must of 
necessity occupy enough land to bring the t otal annual growth 
of usable plants to a level that will insure the average farm 
family a living. Figure 17 gives a view of the size of farm in 
r elation to the total annual growth of crops and pasture. As 
shown by the .key map accompanying the figure, the heat and 
soil conditions in the areas chosen are much the same as 
those described in the preceding cross-sectional study. In 
the accompany'ing diagram the blocks placed adjoining one 
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another illustrate how a farm in the Great Plains adjusts its 
area to overcome the effects of low crop yields and short pas-
ture growth. The base-length of a block represents the total 
farm area. (Note here Table 3, columns 1 and 5.) The divi-
sion of the farm area between crop and pasture land is 
brought out by shading. The height of one block relative to 
another ( the height above the shading) is in harmony with 
the crop index of one farm type relative to another. The crop 
index of each of these farm types was calculated from the 
census and applies only to the crop year 1909. When the crop 
and pasture growth in the Thayer area was assumed to be 100 
per cent, the Harlan and Hitchcock types measured 60.2 and 
32.0 per cent respectively. Tho these measurements are based 
on only the crop year 1909, they serve very well as an index 
to normal conditions. According to the results obtained, 100 
acres of the Harlan type of farm were equivalent, in 1909, to 
60.2 acres of the Thayer type of farm. Comparing the Hitch-
cock type of farm with the Thayer type in this year, 100 acres 
of the former were about equivalent to 32 acres of the latter. 
This principle of adjusting the size of farm to the quan-
tity and value of plant growth is as old as dry land farming. 
It is practiced in all of the dry border regions of the world. 
Field studies in Nebraska lead one to conclude that until this 
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Fig. 15.-The s ize-of-fa rm lines for plotted o n a diagram which uses 
rainfall as degrees of longitude and month-degrees a s d eg rees of latitude 
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mateli the l ine of month-degrees from Iowa into Coloraclo. 
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Fig. 17.-Tbe relation of the size of farm to tbe total annual growth of crops 
and pasture. 
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Fig. Average annual precipitation in inches. 
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F ig. The mo,·em e nt of t he 160-acre lines. The dotted lin e indicates the 
w estern margin of 160-acre fa rming in a nd the solid line the western margin
in 1910, 
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Fi g. The movement of 240-acre lines. The clotted line s tands for 
and the solid line for 
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Fig. The movement of 330-acre lines. The dotted line stands for 
:,nd the solid line for 1910. 
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F ig. The movement of 640-acre l ines. T h e dotted line stands f or 1880 
and the solid line for 1910. 
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Fig. 23.-Tbe movement of 1280-acre l in es. Th e dotted line s tands for 1880 
and the solid line for 1910. 
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Fig. The position of variou s s ize-of-f arm lines in 
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Fig. The position of various s ize -of-farm lines In 
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Fig . The position of various size-of-farm lines in 
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Fig. 27.-'l'he position of various s ize -of -farm lines in 
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Fig. 28.- Acr es per person
in 
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Fig Acres per person (total population) in 1890. 
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Fig. 30.-Acres per person total population in 
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Fig Acres per perso n I total population) in 1910. 
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F ig. The value pe r acre of such land as was r e ported to he in fa rms in 
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F i g. The value per acreof such land as was reported to be in fa rms in 
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Fig The value per acre
1910. 
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F ig . The average annual precipitation and month-degree in Nebraska
FARM TYPES IN NEBRASKA 
BOUNDARIES OF T YPE AREA S 
The boundaries of type areas in Nebraska are to a large 
extent determined by heat, rainfall, and soil. To map the 
principal areas of the State having a fairly uniform type of 
farming, crop lines are used to register heat effects as slightly 
modified by rainfall and other factors, while size-of-farm lines 
are used to register rainfall effects as slightly modified by heat 
and other factors . In one case, that of the Sand Hills, soil is 
used independently to determine the outer boundaries of two 
types. 
A key to all boundary lines is shown in figure 36. It 
will be observed that in general the northern and southern 
boundaries of type areas are determined by the type of annual 
cropping, and the eastern and western boundaries by the size 
of farm. The data used in determining these lines were se-
cured from the Thirteenth Census. The Fourteenth Census 
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Fig The key to the boundaries of ty p e areas in Nebraska as determined
fo r th e year
no doubt will show the need of redrawing nearly all lines aside 
from those determined by the Sand Hills. For example, it 
would not be surprising to find that the small island of winter-
summer cropping in south-central Nebraska had grown larger, 
that the summer-winter type was covering more of the south-
eastern counties, and that certain size-of-farm lines had moved 
a little farther west. 
For the crop year 1909 Nebraska has been divided into 
twelve type areas. The three northwestern areas are named 
according to the regions they occupy. All other areas bear 
county names. (See Fig. 37.) To one who is familiar with 
the State, county names serve to characterize and locate an 
area almost as well as regional names. If it had been possible, 
however, regional names would have been given to all areas. 
TH E DETERMINATION OF FARM TYPE S 
The average type of farm for each type area was calcu-
lated from the county agricultural data of the census. Since 
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the org11-nization of the census data would not permit the use 
of the entire area of land within a given set of boundary 
lines, it was necessary to choose a representative group of 
counties to serve as a basis for farm types.* To determine 
farm types, each item of county agricultural data was tabu-
lated according to the representative groups of counties and 
then totaled and reduced to an average farm basis. While 
the total area of land was reduced to an average farm basis 
by using the number of all farms as a divisor, the total number 
of live stock and similar items were reduced by using the num-
ber of farms reporting domestic animals. This avoided at 
least a part of the error that would result from distributing 
field crops, live stock, and other items to very small farms not 
helonging to the general type. Table 4 brings out the fact 
that in most cases the difference between the number of all 
farms and the number of farms reporting domestic animals 
is relatively small. 
The relative standing of winter, spring, and summer 
annuals indicated by the crop boundaries of type areas is very 
accurately shown by the average figures derived from the rep-
resentative groups of counties. (See Figs. 36 and 37.) Both 
the boundary lines and the figures indicate that the High 
Plains area belongs to the spring-summer type of annual 
cropping, that the Western Sand Hills, Eastern Sand Hills, 
Boyd Area-Boyd Holt, and Ka y apa ha Counties . 
B nffa lo Area-Buffalo D a w so n , Ho wa rd. Merrick Nance a n d S he rm a n 
Conn ties . 
Ca ss Area-Cass Dodge, John son , Otoe, Pawnee Saunders and Washington
Counties. 
Ch ase Area-Chase Dund :v, a nd H ayes Counti es, i n Nebraska Phillip s a nd 
Yum a Counti es in Colora do ; Cheyenne County in Kansas
Cu ste r Ar ea-Boon e, Cust er. Greeley and Va ll e:v Counties. 
Ea s t ern Sa nd Hill Area-Bla ine, Brown Garfield L onp , Roc k . and Wheeler
Counties. 
Har lan Area- Harlan. Franklin F rontie r. Furn as, Gos per , Kearney and
Ph elp s Counties in Nebraska; Graham Mitchell Norton P hilli ps and Smith 
Coun t ies in Kansas
H igh Plains Area--Banner , Box Butte, C heyenn e. Daw es, Kimball a n d Sio ux 
Counti es. . 
Hich coc k Area-Hitchcock County in Nebras k a ; Loga n , Rawlin s , S he ridan a nd 
Thomas Coun ti es in Kansas
Thayer Area-Clay Butl e r. Fillmore, Hamilton J e ffe r son. Nn ckolls . Polk , 
Saline Seward Thayer and York Coun t ies in Ne bras ka : Clay Marshall R epublic , 
a nd Washington Counties in Kansa s. 
Wayne Area-Cedar Dakota Dixo n. Cuming Knox Madison Pi er ce. S tanton, 
and WayneCounties in Nebraska Plymout h Co unt y in Iowa Clay U nion and 
Ya nkton Counties in South D a kota. 
Western Sand Hill Area-Cherry Hooke r , McPherson and Thomas Counties 
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TABLE 4.-The number of all farms compared with the number 
reporting domestic animals. 
Approxima te Number of Number of 
acreage of the all farms (1910) fa rms (191()) 
T,·pe a:rea l'O UDti es c il oSPll in th e counties reporting 
to r epresent an chosen domes tic 
area animals 
Boyd 
------- ----·- -·· · 
2,369 ,920 4,007 3,955 
Buffalo 
-------------
2,542,720 9,777 9,588 
Cass 
·· -·····>······· -- 2,314,240 13t,521l 13,297 
Chase 
·---- -- ------ - .-
4,2'31,040 5,093 4,915 
Custer 
·· ··· · ····--· ··· 
2,829,440 8,194 8,097 
E. Sand Hills . ... 2,994,560 3,486 3,382 
Harlan 
----------·· ·· ·· 
5,521,280 19,839 19,331 
High Plains 4,753,280 4,203 3,988 
Hitchcock ............ 3,091,840 4,588 4,410 
Thayer ............ .. .. 5,959,680 32,323 31,833 
Wayne 
·· · · -------- ----
4,747,987 20,743 20,435 
w. Sand Hills .... 5,818,240 3,266 2,993 
Boyd, Chase, Custer, Wayne, and Cass areas belong to the 
summer-spring type; that the Buffalo, Harlan, and Thayer 
areas belong to the summer-winter type; and the Hitchcock 
area to the winter-summer type. The key to boundary lines 
(Fig. 36) shows that the Wayne area is separated from the 
Custer area by a line following 5 per cent winter annuals. The 
figures determined from county groups indicate 2 per cent 
winter annuals in the Wayne area and 10 per cent winter an-
nuals in the Custer area. 
The relation that exists between the size-of-farm bound-
aries and the average size of farm determined for county 
groups can be seen on comparing figure 36 with figure 38. The 
average size of farm determined for a group of counties in no 
case exactly agrees with the average indicated by the size-of-
farm lines. This is in part due to the fact that the size of 
farm does not change at a uniform rate from one line to an-
other. 
Each type area outlined holds a wide range of farm con-
ditions. This is particularly true of western areas. For ex-
ample, there is not a great deal of difference between lowland 
and upland farms in the eastern part of the State, but in 
western areas lowland farms that are either naturally or 
artificially irrigated resemble in many ways eastern farms 
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F ig . The relative importan ce of winter spring and s ummer a n n ua l s i n 
the va riou s type a r ea s of Nebraska
more closely than they do dry upland western farms. These 
and similar irregularities make it impossible to describe a 
type of farm that will fit all conditions within a given area. 
The numerical descriptions of farm types which follow apply 
more to farming on nonirrigated upland than they do to farm-
ing on bottom land and irrigated upland. 
FARM TYPE S G ROU PED FOR THE P URPO SE OF S T U DY 
The effects of heat upon the twelve farm types can be 
most accurately studied when the High Plains, Western Sand 
Hills, Eastern Sand Hills, and Boyd types are looked upon as 
northern, the Chase, Buffalo, Custer, and Wayne types as 
central, and the Hitchcock, Harlan, Thayer, and Cass types as 
southern. Rainfall effects can be most accurately studied by 
comparing the Boyd, Wayne, and Cass types with the High 
Plains, Chase, and Hitchcock types respectively. 
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Fig. The average size of fa rm in the va riou s t y p e areas of Nebraska. 
THE PRINCIPA L USES OF FARM LAND
Nearly all of the land in a farm can be classed as either 
cultivated land, wild hay land, or pasture and waste. In this 
study the cultivated land together with the wild hay land will 
be spoken of as the crop area. The difference between the 
total farm area and the crop area is assumed to be the area 
occupied by the farmstead, pasture, roads, and waste. Since 
the land occupied by lots, roads, and waste is often used more 
as pasture than as crop land it will not be far wrong to treat 
all of the farm area aside from crop land as simply pasture. 
THE ACREAGE AN D YIELD OF CROPS
The acreage of the various crops grown on a given type 
of farm varies less from year to year than either the yield per 
acre or the total yield per farm. While yields per acre in any
given area vary greatly from season to season, there is a tend-
ency for the yields in all areas to vary in harmony with one 
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another. This is in part explained by the fact that effective 
changes in weather during the crop season often affect areas 
as large or even larger than the State. 
The last column in the following group of tables usually 
expresses the yield per acre in terms of percentage. Wher-
ever this is done, the yield per acre on the Cass type of farm 
is used as a base, or 100 per cent. These percentage figures 
picture the normal standing of one area relative to another 
only in so far as yields in 1909 had the same percentage vari-
ation from normal. 
TABLE 5.-Corn per farm in 1909. 
'l,.y pe a rea 
Northwest to North Central 
High Plains 
Western Sand Hill s . 
Eastern Sand Hills ........ . 
Boyd ............... ....... . 
Southwest to Northeast 
Chase ........ .... .... ... .... .......... . 
Buffalo .. .... .... ................... . 
Cust er ...... ................... ..... . 
Wayne ...... ..................... .... . 
Southwest to Southeast 
Hitchcock ................ . 
Harlan .................. ... ... . 
Thayer ... ......... .. ..... . 
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TABLE 6.-Coarse forage (largely corn and "cane") in 1909. 
T~'Pe area 
I 
Northwest to North Central 
High Plains _______________________ _ 
Western Sand Hills _______ _ 
Eastern Sand Hills, _________ _ 
Boyd ------------------------------------
Southwest to Northeast 
Chase ----------- ---- --- -------- ----------
Buffalo -----------------------·-- ·-··--
1 1 
Custer ········ ··------- --- ------------ ' 
Wayne --------- ---- ------------------ · 
Southwest to Southeast 
Hitchcock -------- ---- ---- --- -------- -
Harlan -------------------------- ------
Thayer ----- ---------------------------














































TABLE 7.-Wheat per farm in 1909. 
















Notice that on "hard land" the production of wheat per farm is great-
est where the yields are lowest. 
Acres of Acres of Bu s he ls of Bushel s o-f Index to 
winter spring a ll wheat a ll wheat yields. 
Type area whea t per wheat pet· pe r acre l1c1· t'arm Cass- ·· 
farm farm 100% 
----
Northwest to 
High Plains 1.2 14.5 10.9 172 58 
North Central 
w. Sand Hills ____ .3 1.7 8.0 16 43 
E. Sand Hills----·- 1.6 1.3 13.4 39 71 
Boyd 
----------- -------




·· ······-- ----· -· · 
12.7 15.5 11.4 320 61 
Buffalo 
--------· · ····· 
24.4 .8 18.3 462 97 
Custer 
--------··-·-··· 
10.6 1.0 19.3 224 103 
Wayne 
----· ···----···· 





99.2 4.9 6.4 667 34 
Harlan 
---------
45.6 .4 10.9 501 58 
Thayer 
·······---- ---- · 
30.2 .,l 15.7 480 84 
Case 
--- ---- ------- ------ ! 13.2 3.4 18.8 312 100 
• 
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TABLE 8.-0ats per farm in 1909. 
Acres Bushels Bushels Ind ex to 
Tn1e nrea per ner per yield s, 
f;.ll'tn acr e farm Cass= 
100% 
-----
Northwest to North Central 
High Plains 
----------- ------------
12.6 20.2 255 83 
Western Sand Hills ___ _____ 5.9 15.4 91 63 
Eastern Sand Hills ____ __ 10.4 20. 4 212 84 
Boyd 
----···· ----- ---------------
21.3 20.0 427 82 
Southwest to Northeast 
Chase 3.7 20.5 76 84 
Buffalo 
---· 
16.1 17.0 274 70 
Custer 
----------------------·· · ···· · ·· 
21 .5 16.3 351 67 
Wayne 
---------------···· ····· · ·· 
35.1 25.1 880 103 
Southwest to Southeast 
Hitchcock 42 18.6 78 76 
Harlan 
---- --- ------ -- ---- -- --
8.0 20.8 166 85 
Thayer 
---
15.3 24.0 368 98 
Cass 
·· ·-··· 
20.7 24.4 506 100 
TABLE 9.-Rye per farm in 1909. 
A c res Bush e ls B rn=d1 e h lud ex to 
T,q1 e ::t r en n 'l' IJ 0 I' per ,-ielcls. 
farm a<:re I '""" cm~ JnO'k 
---·--- -----
Northwest to North Central 
High Plains 
· ·· ··- ---------- ----···-
1.97 11.7 23 82 
Western Sand Hills ___ _ 
.82 9.8 8 69 
Eastern Sand Hills ___ _______ 2.45 9.8 2'1, 69 
Boyd 
-- ------- -- ---------- --·-- --- --
2.31 9.5 22 67 
Southwest to Northeast 
Chase .85 9.4 8 66 
Buffalo 
---- -- --------------- -- ----
.36 11.1 4 78 
Custer 
---- --------------- -- ----- ----
.47 10.6 5 75 
Wayne .22 10.9 2 77 
Southwest to Southeast 
Hitchcock 
---
.48 7.5 4 53 
Harlan .22 9.1 2 64 
Thayer 
- -- 1 .04 11.0 4 77 Cass .07 14.2 100· 
• 
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TABLE 10.-Barley per farm in 1909. 
67 
Acres Bu s hel s Bn shel ::::: Index to 
T,q,e 11: en p er 11er per ,Y iel ds, 
Central I -
farm acre fa rm Ca ss == 
100% 
Northwest to North r 
High Plains 
···· ·--------------
1.25 17.6 22 I 83 Wes tern Sand Hills ...... ... .17 15.2 3 72 
Eastern Sand Hills .... ... . .24 14.9 4 70 
Boyd 
···· ··· · ------------------- -
.47 18.4 9 87 
Southwest to Northeast 
Chase 
---- ---
8.07 17.6 142 83 
Buffalo .... . . . . ... .22 15.6 3 74 
Custer 
---- --- -- --
.85 14.1 12 66 
Wayne 
-------- ------ --
2.07 18.8 39 89 
Southwest to Southeast 
Hitchcock 
----- --- --- --- --- ---- -----
19.00 13.7 260 65 
Harlan 
-- --------- -- ·-·· ---- -
.30 13.1 4 62 
Thayer .10 20.4 2 96 
Casis 
· · · ·-
.17 21.2 4 100 
TABLE ll.- Potatoes per farm in 1909. 
- - ------ ----- ---- -- - ----~-- -- -- -- -
T y pe :1 rea 
Northwest to Nc•rth Central 
High Plains ...... .. .. ....... .... . 
W es tern Sand Hills ......... . 
Eastern Sand Hills ... .... .. . 
Boyd .. . .. ..... . 
Sout hwest to Northeast 
Chare ........... . .. .... ...... . . 
Buffak .. .... . 
Cu~t er 
Wayne 
Sotllthwest to Southeast 




.-\ crcs t Bushels Bu s hel~ lnd e x to 
per uer per y iel d s. 
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TABLE 12.-Millet per farm in 1909. 
Type nrea 
Northwest to North Central 
High PJ.ains --·-· ·-·-------·-·----
West ern S1and Hiillls .. --· ·-· 
Eas,tern Sand Hills ...... ·-··-· 
Boyd --··.-·-- ···-----··-···--··-··· --··· 
Southwest to Northeast 
Chase ·----···· ···---···--·· ··------··--
Buffalo ··-·-·- ·----····-· --······--·--· 
CU1stm· ········ ·--··---·-····-·-·-··-·· 
W-ayne ·····---·· ···-· ·· ······· ··-··-·· 
Southwe1st to, Southeast 
H1t chcock -· ' ----------·-· ·--·-·---· . 
Harhm ············----·· ··· --· ·······- 1 
Thayer ··-·--·-·· ··-·-········ ······ ·· 














































TABLE 13.- Alfalfa per farm in 1909. 
Type area 
Northwest to North Central 
High Plains -·-- ···- ··----·--·-· 
Western Sand Hills 
Eastern Sand Hill s 
Boyd ·····-···-······-··· -·---···-· 
Southwest to Northeast 
Chase ······· ·- ·-·----···- . 
Buffalo -··· -·-· ···--·--·--· · 
Custer ··-· ·· ····· ··-· ·--···-
Wayne ·····- ·-········ ·-·-···· 
Southwest to Southeast 
Hitchcock ········-··- ··-
Harlan ·-·-·-----·-··· ·--·- -···-··- ·-- · 
Thayer ··-·-·- ·-·· ·--·--··-··· ··-- -· 
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TABLE 14.- Timothy and clover per farm in 1.909. 
Type area 
Northwest to North Central 
High PLain:s ..... ............. . 
Wesrtern Sand Hilis 
Eastern Sand Hills ......... . 
Boyd ................... .... .......... . . 
Southwest to Northeast 
Cha,s,e .. ........... .......... ......... . 
Buffalo ................. ............. . 
CU!ster ...................... ........... . 
Wayne .......................... ....... . 
Southwest to Southeast 
Hitchcock ...... ........ ..... ...... . 
Harlan ............... .. .. .. ........ .. . 
Thayer ... ................ .. .......... . 









































TABLE 15.- Wild hay per farm in 1909. 
Acres Tons Tons 
'l'ype area per per per 
farm acre farm 
----· 
Northwest to North Central 
High Pla,ins 
·-------- ----·· ·----- -- -
40.7 .65 26.4 
Western Sand Hills ... ......... 145.0 .82 119.0 
Eastern Sand Hills ............ 88.4 .88 77.5 
Boyd 
----- ···---- -·-·---------------- ---
86.1 1.03 88.5 
Southwest to Northeast 
Chase 
····· · · · -- --· · ·· · ·· ·--··· ······ · ·· 
10.9 .82 8.9 
Buffal,o .. 19.4 1.15 22.3 
Custe~· 
-----
24.5 .92 22.5 
Wayne 
---------
--- ·-· ······ · ····· · · · 
16.2 1.48 23 .9 
Southwest to Southeast 
Hitchcock 
-- -- ···· ·---- -
4.7 .98 4.6 
Harlan .. .. 
-- ---·· · ······ ···-
9.9 .88 8.7 
Thayer 
-- ---- --- --- --- ---- ---- ------- -· 
7.2 1.17 8.4 
Cass 
·--- ------------··-- · · ····--·····-·· 
8.8 1.53 13.5 
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TABLE 16.-Apple trees per farm and also the approximate per 
cent of all lancl covered with woods (1909) . 
:;:: 
"' 
" "' 00 ... ;.. 
.µ _ C) ifJ 
" ~o ~ - :... 'O 
" 
0~ C r:: <l.l 0 
T y p e nrea j~ 0. 00 00 ·~ ~ 2 ~ 
~,S If.! <l,) ¥!~ ;; .= ~~ E ~ =-;.., ~ rr. C) _,_, =- ;::: C) 
--: 0. ~~z .:c r.:,.:: ~ ~~::: 
N o,rth we,srt to North Cent ral l 
Hig h Pl1ain,s 
-- ------ -- ------ ----· ·· 
42 .40 .17 1.90 
We,s<teTn Sand Hrns .. ....... . 1.08 .03 .03 .40 
Eastern Sand Hills .... ....... . 5.64 .51 2.88 1.07 
Boyd 
--- ------ --- --
9.76 .94 9.16 2.92 
So,urt:hwesrt to Northe,ast 
Chas1e 
---- · ·· ··· ··· -- ········ · ·-· 
1.27 .21 .27 .31 
Buffalo 
· ···· ··· ·· ······· 
9.55 .96 9.20 1.68 
Cust er 
·· · · ·· · · · · · ·· · ·· · ···----- --------
11.40 .59 6.70 .99 
Way ne 
-- --- ---- --- ------ -- ---
14.70 1.53 22.50 2.35 
Sourthw€1st to Soutlheast 
Hitchcock 
-- ----- ---- -
1.90 .20 .38 .49 
Har la n ...... 
--- ------ ------ · 
9.60 .45 4.33 1.34 
Thayer 
----- -· · ··-- ------
35.40' .77 27.40 2.68 
Cass .. ......... . 1 55.30 1.40 I 77.40 4.20 
THE HARVEST VALUE OF CROP S 
The census reports the value of crops grown on cr op 
land, but does not report the value of pasture growth. If the 
value of plant growth on one type of farm is to be compared 
with the value of plant growth on another type of farm, pas-
ture must be included. Furthermore, the value assigned to 
pasture growth must be comparable with the value assigned 
to crop growth. Since the census gives to crops what might 
be termed a harvest value (Table 17), it will be necessary 
to compute a similar value for pasture (Table 18). In com-
puting the so-called harvest value of pasture it was assumed 
that the acreage of pasture per farm multiplied by the average 
value of a ll land would give a fair index to the total value 
of pasture land, and that 5 per cent of the total would not 
be far from the actual harvest value of pasture per farm. 
If it had been possible, however, the average value of pas-
ture land would have been used in the place of the average 
value of a ll land and 7½ per cent (three times what is approxi-
mately the actual rent) would have been used in the place of 
5 per cent. 
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T ABLE 17.- Th e harvest value per farm of all crops grown on
crop land in 1909. 
'l_'_ype a rea 
N orthwest to 
North Central 
Hig h Plains ..... . 
W. Sandi Hill s .. 
E. Sa nd Hi11s 
Boyd .... ... . 
Sourth west t o 
Nor thea st 
Chase ..... . 
Buffa lo, ........ ..... . 
. Cus,t er ...... .. . 
Wayne 


















Hitchcock ............ 1,261 86 
H air•lan .... 1,199 83 
Thayer ... .. 1,718 88 
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TABLE 18.- The estimated harvest value 
in 1909. 
of pasture per farm
T ype nre:1. 
Northwe,srt t o 
North Central 
H igh Pla ins ........... . 
W. Sand HiUs ............. . 
E . San d Hills ......... .. ... . 
Boyd........ . .............. . 
<::outhwest to 
N orthwest 
Chas1e ........................... . 
Buffa J,o .... .......... ....... . 
Custer ................ .... .............. ' 
W ayne .................. ... . 
S oUithwest to 
Sout he,ast 
Hitch cock ..... ..... .. .. . 
H arJ,an ..... ....... ..... . 
Thaye~· ....... ..... ...... . 
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TABLE 19.-Value of crop and pasture growth per farm in 1909. 
r ype a rea 
Northwest to 
North Central 
nigh P ~ai'lllS'----- ·· 
W. Sand Hills ... . 







Wayne -·---·- ··· -· ·- . 



































































In 1909 the Hitchcock type of farm produced on 48.70 
acres as many bushels of corn as the Cass type of farm pro-
duced on 16.94 acres.* According to this ratio 100 acres of 
corn in the Hitchcock area would have produced as much 
as 34. 77 acres in the Cass area. In Farm Management this 
statement would commonly read-the crop index of corn land 
in the Hitchcock area is 34.77 per cent of that in the Cass 
area. 
Table 20 illustrates the method of determining the crop 
index of the cultivated land, the crop land, and the farm as a 
whole. It will be observed that according to this calculation 
*R epresen tati ve counties in the Cass area-Cass Dodg-e, Johnson Otoe Paw-
nee Saunder s, a nd Washington Counties p rod u ced 2•1,977,553 bu she ls of cor n 
on 795.719 acres. Acres per fa rm reporting domestic animals, B ushels per 
f a rm. 1,652-. Yield per acr e , Zl'.62 bush els . (1900) 
R epresenta t ive coun t ies in Hitchcock area- H i t chcock coun t y In Nebraska and 
Logan, R awlins , Sheridan. a n d T h oma s Counties in K an sas produ ced 2-.062.805 
bu shel s of corn on 214.5-29 acres Acr es per farm reporting dom estic animals, 
48.70. Bushels per farm, 4(;8_ Yield per acr e, !l.61 bushels. (1900) 
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200.12 acres of cultivated land in the Hitchcock area were 
about equivalent in 1909 to 83.19 acres of cultivated land in the 
Cass area. It is readily seen that this is a ratio of 100 acres 
to 41.6 acres, and that the crop index of the Hitchcock culti-
vated land must therefore be 41.6 per cent. 
Wild hay occupies such a small acreage on the Hitchcock 
type of farm that there is little difference between the area 
of cultivated land and the area of crop land. This being true, 
it is not surprising to find that the crop index of crop land 
measures very nearly the same as the crop index of the culti-
vated land. 
The value of land is here assumed to be in harmony with 
the normal yield of native pasture grasses. (Field studies 
in many parts of the State indicate that this is in general 
true.) If the inventory of live stock and the use of pasture 
in one area could have been directly compared with the in-
ventory of live stock and the use of pasture in another area, the 
carrying capacity of the land rather than its value would have 
been used as an index to pasture yields. When pasture land is 
added to crop land the index to yields is decidedly lowered. 
This is especially true of western areas where the greatest 
difference exists between the quantity of plant growth on the 
land selected for crops and the quantity of plant growth on 
the land left for pasture. 
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TABLE 20.- The calculation of Hitchcock crop indexes using
the Cass type of farm as a basis. 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6 
Ul<l) 
"' " 
d)O, '--I C-: I f/) I tll ~~ 0.0. bllo ::j 0. 0 ~ ~ ~--0 >, 
"' a 0 :.-.. c,aO .... .., <l) ._.., ~z~ ~~~ - c.> ....: Ci .... ::: h .... >, 0 
-"' ~ ~f ""' 
:::.. _ tJ:1.,--; '-' 
<:., 0 >~ 178 r=. '2 ~ .. o/ .J wo 
,!) ;..."!-I 
!o-,: C.) rp ~]-_;-u ~-g.9 ::l C) 
-5 l)JIO 
"' 
o -" O <l) rTl .µ • i:I 'O 'O 
·- C) 0. ,...., <l) :5 8-9~ §~·.-1 i:::i .... oo 0 ;i "' 0. ..... ~ t . .... 8 0. >, <l) ~ 0 ~'O tn 
Ci 0 O ..> :...::: Q) i:l ~ .... Cl) 
~'O ~ 
.,., 0, ~~.!4 ~ o ~~ t ~-~ ~ :... li.l (:::l 
0 !,l..j..a C) 
" ~~ a3 oro~n Q....: oo~ 0.., 'O "' 0 
'"'" "' " !-~~ <l) 0 o ·.-1 :....a.' ~ i 8 .:!8 'O <l) 0 9 o..:... ~~~ ~ -~I) 
.:! ens 0 ,....'Or-i 
~:::;.. -·- 0( , Cl .µ ....... .... 55.:: g II ~ ~;:= 'O w .... -::; :::l O,o ;ii 2:.S :§ g-~ ?-i 8 \l> .,:::::U::: i:J 00 0. 00 ..., 0 
.., "' ~~-~~-S ~ ~~ ID : ~M~ .o~..a ~ Sci ;::-; o ...... ~ = :... C) 
Rye $0.48 A 4 bu . 14.2,2 bu. I 0.28 A 
Winter whea t.. .......... \!9.20 A (All wheat) (A ll wheat ) (A ll wheat ) 
Spring wbeat .......... 4.88 A 007 b u. l.S.81 bu. 35.45 A 
Oats ............................ 4.16A 78 bu. 24.43 bu. 3.rn A 
Barley 
········-···········---
19.00 A 260 bu. 21.23 bu . 12.25 A 
Emmer 
········--------········ 
1.09 A 2'l b u. 16.83 hu. 1.25 A 
Gra ins cut g·reen .... 0.19 A 0.18 T 1.317 T .13 A 
Potatoes 
······--········--
0.50 A 25 bu. 88.00 bu. .28 A 
Corn .... 48 .70 A 468 bu 27:62, bu. 16.94 A 
Millet 
·········-·· 
21.56 A 3.31 T 1.96 T 1.,69 A 
Kafir .. o.m- A 8.SO hu. ;Hl.17 hu. .M1 A 
Cane 0.21 A 0.28 T 3.45 T .08 T 
Coa r se F orage. 12.82 A 19.25 T 2.67 T 7.32 A 
Timothy 1.52 'r 
Timothy a nd clover 1.54 T 
Clocer 0.20 A 0.20 T 1.49 T .13 A 
Alfa l fa 5.05 A 10.J~I T 2.S4 T 3.58 A 
Ot ber ta m e g r asses 0.11. A 0.ll T 1.417 T .08 A 
Small fruit 




Wild b a y .. 4.66 A 4.6 T 1.53 T 2.99 A 
T ota l 20! .78 .\ 86.J.8 A Crop land 
index 
42.1% 
r astnre 460.0[) A S5.50 A * 
,,, 




The acreage of pasture in t l1e Hi tchcock type o f farm is to be 
equiva lent ac reage of pasture in t h e Cass t ype o f farm (85.50.-\.) as t he price of la n d 
in the Cass area (~85.90 ) i s to the p rice of l and in t h e Hi tchcock a rea ($15 .67.) 
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TABLE 21.- What were approximately equivalent acreages in 
1909. 
Cu lti n , tecl Ja nel Cr op Ja nel Crops a n :l pa s tu re 
- - ---· ---------- - --------------
Typ e nr f'a 
Hig h P lai ns ........ ....... . 
W . Sand H ill s 
E. San cl H ills ...... . 
Bo~· d ....... . 
Sou t.lrn·est to J\'ortheast 
Cha se ....... . 
Buffa lo .. . 
Cu ster ..... . 
" ·ayne ......... . 
Southwest to Sonth east. 
l!Hchcock ..... . 
rra,·lan .... 
T ha.ye l' 










































.;:l " ~~~ O·ci~ 
~ ~-.§ "' ~ Q) ~ 
-= cJJ ~ bl)E 
·; ~ ~? ~ ~ ..... ::: rn* 
~~u~ ~g 5-~~§ oal c, U ..-, 
57.7 112\J 16.'l:; 
101.5 1781 188.2 
102.0 859 1&1.4 
l3G.5 591 ~44 .5 
73 .8 831 163 5 
11:3.1 2GO 18:l.O 
l17.l 345 198.0 
\63.5 229 233.5 
S6.2: 674 171.7 
79.9· 2r;'8 13-3.9 
95.1 1&I 147.0 
117.0 171 171.0 
The value of la nd cannot be judged from s uch equ iva lent acreages as a p pear 
i n t his ta ble. In some cases t11e so-called equivalent ac reage of Cass la n d i s m ade 
up la r gely of pasture a n d wild hay a n d in other ca ses it conta ins a large s h a r e 
of cultivated land . F o r example, the 1781-acr e fa rm in the Western Sand Hill s 
a p pea rs to be equivalent to l t-8 acres of average land in the Cass a r ea. This i s 
17 acres g rea te r tha n the average Cass farm When one s to ps t o consider h o w -
ever. that t he equivalent acreage of Cass land (L....~ acres is made up of :..:3, acres of 
good cultivated land in t he Cass area. 78 acres of Cass wild hay land and ~7 
acres of Cass pa s t ure la n d, i t is r ea d ily seen t h a t it is not equivalent to an 
eq ual acr eage of average land in t he Cass area F urt h e rm o re , i n stud y ing the 
equivalent acreages given -:;i.bove it m ust b e borne in mind t hat i t is m o r e ex-
pens i ve to h arvest a given q ua n t ity of a c rop where y ie lds a r e low t ha n where
y ields a r e h ig h a n d a lso t hat w l1 e r e farms are la r ge the distance to m a rket is 
greatly incr eased. 
TABLE 22.-Crop indexes in 
T ype a r ea 
l ·rop index of I Cr op index of 
I. " t1 lti n1tecl la n d. c r op lnncl. Cass = l.00% Cns,s=100% 
--- ----- I 
Northwest to Nor th Crntrnl 
Hig h Plains 
Western Sand Hills ... . 




Ohase ..... ,. 
Buffalo 




H it chcock 
Harlan 
Thayer ...... ... 
Cass 












The equivalent acreage divided by t he actual acreage
·Cr op index of 
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TABLE 23.-Cows on hand April 15, 1910, and the production 
of milk and butter for the calendar year 1909. 
Type area 
t'~ ~~ -"' .., 
·a ~ " . ~ H 
,0 s 
.giS :8 ~ 
0 ..., ..., ,. 
~2. ,. o'd O c, s.. O, "' .. 0 0. 
"'" 
rP. ;... 
~ ::I * 'O "' 
'O "' 'O"' 
~ 'g ~ -= 0. ~~ ~e ; ~ 
HO 
~ 3 0 : .§ ~ ~ H '.) 
Northwest to North Cent r al 
High Plains ....................... . 3.7 12.7 837 145 
Western Sand Hills ........... . 3.7 27.3 789 140 
E ast eirn Sa:nd Hills 5.6 8.2 1113 150 
Boyd ................................... . 6.7 9.2 1423 190 
SourtJhwe,st t o, Northe,as,t 
Chase ................................. . 3.8 5.7 725 137 
Buffalo ....................... .. ...... . 5.5 4.8 1660 184 
Cu ste~· ............................... . 5.1 6.6 1270 191 
W ay;ne ............................... . 5.7 4.9 1440 246 
South west to Sout heast 
Hitchcock .......................... . 4.8 2.7 1014 142 
Harlan ............................... . 4.7 3.3 1160 192 
Thayer ............................... . 4.3 2.2 I 11149 184 
Cass ................................... . 4.7 3.2 1337 I 241 
Milk produced r epresen t s a ll the milk procluced during the yea r ex-
cept t hat fed d ir ectly, without being skimmed, to ca lves, pigs, etc., on the f a rm), 
even t ho a p ort ion or all of su ch milk is conver ted into butter or cheese and r e-
por ted under t hese items." 
TABLE 24.-Cattle other than cows on hand April 15, 1910. 
Type a re 
Northwest to North Central 
Hig1h P,la ins ....................... . 
Wiesrtern Sand H i1'1,s ........ . 
E astern Sand Hills• .......... . 
Boyd ................................... . 
Southwest t o N ortheast 
Chas•e ......... ....................... . 
Buffa lo ............................... . 
Cusrte,r .................................. . 
W ayne ............................... . 
South west to Sout heast 
Hitchcock .......................... . 
Harlan ............................... . 
~~:rei: ... ::::: :: ::  : ::  :::: :: :::::  :: ; 
Yearling 















Sprin g Yearling 
calves steers 
per per 
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TABLE 25.- Total number and value of cattle on hand April 15, 
1910, and the number sold or slaughtered during 
the calendar year 1909. 
Type area 
Northwest to North Ce!llltra:l 
High PDaillls _____________ ____________ _ 
Western Sand Hi!])S ___________ _ 
Eastern Sand Hills _____________ _ 
Boyd ---- -- ------------- --- --- ------------
Solllthwest to Northeast 
Chase -------- -- --------- ---- -------------
Buffalo ------ --- ------------------- ------
Custer -------------- -- ---- ----- -----------
Wayne ------------------- ----- ------ -- -· 
Southwe,s,t to Southeast 
Hitchcock -------- ---- ----- -------- ---- · 
















Value of Number of 
cattle per cattle so ld 












40,7 7 _f, 
TABLE 26.-Horses and mules on hand April 15, 1910. 
Type area 
Northwe,st to North Central 
High Pla•ins _____ : ______ ___ ______ _ 
Western Sand HilLs, __ _______ _ 
E-astern Sand Hms ___________ _ 
Boyd __________________________ .. ______ _ 
Southwest to Northeast 
Chase --------------------·· ------ ------
Buffalo ---- --------· --- ---------- ----Cu1,ter _______________ ,, __ ____________ __ _ 
W a,yn,e -------------------------------
Southwest to Southeast 
Hitchcock -------------------- ------Harlan ________________ __ _________ __ __ _ 

















Yearling 1',,La ture Yearling 
horses per mules per mules per 
farm farm farm 
1.7 0.2 0.1 
1.7 0.3 0.1 
0.8 0.4 0.1 
0.9 0.5 0.1 
1.0 0.7 0.2 
0.8 0.4 0.1 
1.0 OA 0.1 
0.6 I\ 9 0.0 
1.0 0.7 0.2 
0.8 0.8 0~2 
0.6 0.7 0.1 
0.5 0.6 0.1 
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TABLE 27.- The total numbe1· and value of horses and mules 
and also the app1·oximate number and value of 
work animals (1910) . · 
·~ U) 
Type nren 
Northwest to North Central 
E c~ 0 0 
~ 
C,) ::= ~ ;::: ..; 2:; ;.. ~ !..; 
"='= · ~~E ~~t E~_t = dl '-1--1.C::C.. 
C• ;.,: ;.. 'l,. ;.,: rn 
'O ~ ~ rr. c:; ? ~ ~ >:· ? <l, ~ ,. -= "" ;... C.~:: E ~] ~ ~ ~ . ~}~~ t i~ <·~-~E 
High Pbins . ................... . 
Western Sand Hills ........... . 
Easrtern Sand Hins ... . 
Boyd ...... .................... . 
Sowthwesrt to N orthe·ast 
Chas,e ....................... . 




9.1 940 7.1 767 
9.8 971 7.4 770 
Buffalo ..................... .. .. .... . 8.2 993 6.4 742 
Cusrt err ............................ ... . 9.2 971 7.0 777 
W ayne .......... ............ . 7.7 923 6.5 795 
Southwest to Sout heast 
Hitchc ock .................. . 9.5 942 7.1 738 
Harl!an . 8.4 895 6.4 710 
Thayer ......................... . 7.2 846 5.8 650 
Cass ......................... .. .. : ..... . 7.0 807 5.8 677 
*The total numher of horses and mu les minus twice the number of yearling
borses and mu1es leaves approximate;y the number of work animals
The total va lue of horses a nd mu les divided by the t o t a l n um ber of horse 
units and n1u le units one maturet u animalI or two r l yearlingsgivesvc~ :-1 approximately
t he val ue of one w ork animal This value per head multiplied by the number 
of work animals gives the approximate value of all work animals
TABLE 28.-Hogs and corn per farm. 
:\In t u re I-logs sol cl I Bu~hel s Bu s he ls Type nrc:1 ho.~·s pel' O l' :-;lnuµ;h- of corn of corn fa r m. terecl during l':1 isecl pe l' p e r llog 
April 15, mm year 1000 fa rm J.()00 uni t,;,. 
No,11t1hwesrt tJo, North Cenrtral 
High P1ains 
----· ----
2.5 3.9 180 202 
Wesrt.ern Sand HiUs-...... 3.2 8.1 364 251 
E aEtern Sand Hil'1s. ... 7.3 10.2 818 330 
Boyd 14.4 17.5 1215 262 
Sou,t,hwe·s-t to Northeast 
Chas,e 
--------- ---- -- -- ------ -- ----- --
9.9 12·.5 819 253 
Buffa.!10 
---- -·-····- -- --- ------- ------·-
18.9 26.7 1378 214 
Cusrt er 
---------------------- -- ------·· 
22.6 29.4 1748 231 
Wayne 
---------
25.9 28.8 2500 310 
Sou.t'hwest to Southea~rt 
Hitchcock 
---------
6.4 11.2 468 195 
H a.r 'lra n 13.9 23.5 816 159 
Thay;e r 
----------
13.6 21.8 1079 220 
Cass 
-----
15.4 21.8 1652 316 
Mature hogs on hand April Jn, J.()1O. plus one-half of t he hogs so ld or 
slaughtered during the year 1000 and thi s s um cl iviclecl b y five g ives th e a pproxi-
mate number of hog units. 
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TABLE 29.-Poultry raised and eggs produced in 1909. 
Type nrea 
N o·rth wesrt to 
North Central 
High Plains ............. . 
Wes t ern Sand Hills .. . 
Eastern Sand Hills ... 
Boyd ....................... . 
Southwest to 
Chase ....................... . 
Buifa[o ................... . 
Cus1t.e1r ............... . 








or pou ltry 
raised 
















































































TABLE 30.- Approximate number of productive animal units 
per farm
C:1ttle JJ o;;· Sbeep Poult r y Pro-
uni t s uni ts units unit s duct ive 
T,,·pe nren per f:1rm per fann per farm pe r fn rm horse 
units 
per fa rrr1 
Northwe·st to I 
N o.rth Central 
I High Pl1afo·s 28.85 0.89 1.60 0.53 2.70 
Wes tern Sand Hills .. . 55.45 1.45 0.60 0.54 2.70 
Eastern Sand Hills .. 23.60 2.48 0.19 0.66 1.35 
Boyd 
-------- ------ ---- -





16.00 3.23 0•.06 0.78 1.8 0 
Buffa lo 
-------- ·· ···-· 
17.20 6\.45 0.60 1.11 1.35 
Cust e,r 
······ · · ------ -·- · · ··· 
19.50 7.56 0.19 0.95 1.65 
Wayne 
----·· ·· ··· · ····· ··· · · 
18.45 8.06 0.19 1.13 0.96 
Southwest to 
Southeast 
Hitchcock 11.80 Z.40 0.30 0.97 1.80 
Har}an 12.10 5.13 0.10 1.30 1.50 
ThayeT . . . 10.00 4.90 0.10 1.42 1.05 
Cass 12.05 5.22 0.11 1.31 0.87 
*.\ll lives tock aside f rom work animals are here classed as productive In 
calculating t he nun1ber of animal units the number of spring calves s pring colts , 
spring pigs, e tc., are omitted Of othe r animals on e cow two yearling heifers. 
one horse two yearling colts five hogs seven sheep or o ne hundred head of 
poultry are used as one an imal unit. 
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TABLE 31.-The approximate total number of animal units per 
farm in 1909 
Productive Un its of Total nu mber 
animal ,vork of an ima l 
units s tock u nits 
N ortih west to Nmth Central 
High Pla ins ......................... . 34.6 8.0 42.6 ' 
W esrbern Sand Hill:s ......... .... . 60.7 9.3 70.0 
Eastern Sand! HiiHs: ............. . 28.3 6.1 34.4 
Boyd ...... ........ .......... ... .......... . 37.6 7.1 44 .7 
Sou!bhwesrt to Northeast 
Chaise ... ...... ................ ...... .... . 21.9 7.4 29.3 
Buffa}o ................. .. .. ............ . 26.7 6.4 33.1 
Custer ................ .. ......... . 29.8 7.0 36.8 
Wayne, .......... ........ .... .. ......... . 28.8 6:.,5 35.3 
Sou thwest to South~rusrt 
Hitchcock ........ ..................... . 17.3 7.1 24.4 
Harlan ...................... .......... . 20.1 6.4 26.5 
Thayer ........... ..................... . . 17.5 5.8 23.3 
Cass ....................... .. .......... .. . . 19·.6 5.8 25.4 
TABLE 32.-The approximate division of live-stock capital 
between productive stock and work animals
!l) 








- '-< !l) ~~ <l)_~ Type area 
"' 
...,_,. ...,:i 
.,.., c,'O ~.,:.. p- ~ 
.., 
"" 
o o .!.i::: .s-::;~ ~ 
~" 
·;,i< 
-;, °"B o:,. 
'"' 
...,eo 
~ - 0 0 
!l) ., ? .... ?'4-1 (JJ th.;i ::I~ :5.0 - 0 0. !l) -:;: 0 :=..Q) c. ~ ;... >~ --:-: ::I --,: :i::: 
N-OII'thwesrt to J N-ortJh C=tral High PJ.ains --··· ····--·------ $2084 $760 $1324 64% 
Western Sand Hills 
----- ---
3090 809 2281 74 
Elastern Sand Hills ..... 
:::: :· 1 
1624 586 1038 64 
Boyd 
·--- ------- --------
2188 767 1421 65 




1616 770 846 52 
Buffalo 
----- ------- -- -· -· ... -· 1849 742 1107 60 
Custer 
---------------·- --·····- -------
1998 777 12-21 61 
Wayne 
-- --------





1429 738 691 48 
Harlan 
-----
. I 1543 710 824 54 Thayer ... 
-- --
1440 650 790 55 
Cass 
------ -
1510 677 833 55 
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T ABL E 33.- Receipts from live stock in 1909. 
'.teceipts Value Value Value Value '.rota! 
from of of dairy of of receipts 
Type area the sale animals pro- poultry wool from 
of slaught- ducts* a nd eggs pro· live 
animals ered produced ducea stock 
- --- · - --· -- ---
Northwest to 
North Central 
High P lains $636 $43 $54 $66 $20 $8lf> 
,ves tern Sand Hills ... 934 32 48 43 6 1063 
Eastern Sand Hills .... 600 Z7 67 50 1 746 




···· ---- ----·· ·············· 
442 32 41 77 1 593 
Buffalo 
···-············•······ 997 42 98 lO'l 4 1243 Custer .... . 
····· ·············•· 1012 3S 78 79 l 1208 Wayne 10.30 49 95 109 1 1284 
Southwest to 
Southeast 
Hitchcock ...... 462 41 62 88 0 653 
Harlan 
·--- ··-· ····-··----····· 
718 39 74 117 1 !l4(l 
Thayer 
·· ·· ···· ······· 
684 42 73 129 1 029 
Cass 
····························--
003 45 84 129 1 952 
The census omits here the milk and crea1n used in the home. 
TABLE 34.-Labor hired in 1909.* 
Per cent of Cash spent ·wages 
farms r e- per farms Value of and board 
Type area porting reporting board per farm 
labor hired labor hired furnished reporting 
in 1909 labor 
hired 
Northwest to North Central 
High P lains .......................... 28.7 $192 $64 $256 
We,stern S-and Hills .......... . 37.5 319 82 401 
E-a,slbern Saind Hi"Lls ............ 38.1 173 46 219 
Boyd 
---···-·----------------------·· 
43.6 181 54 235 
Soiuthwe,st to Northeast 
Chase ... ........ ...... .................. 37.8 162 54 216 
Buffa.l'o 
··--- · -·····----··-···--········ 
47.0 184 59 243 
Custer 
------·--·-···-··-·-··· --······· 
44.0 179 61 2'40 
Wayne 
-------- --·····-···· ·--·· -·····-
55.0 202 68 270 
Slouthwest to Southeast 
Hitchcock 
··-······················· 
60.0 182 41 223 
Harl-an 
····················-········ ·-· 
54.0 215 41 256 
Thaye,r 
··--···········-·············· · · 
54.0 149 47 196 
Casis 
···· -····· ·· · ·· · ··-····· · -·········· 
49.0 180 52 232 
*According to fie ld studies the average farm in Nebraska requires a bout 20 
months of man labor per year . As a rule the operator contributes 12 months, 
bis hovs or other members of hi s family the equ ivalent of months , and hired 
labor about 3 months. · 
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TABLE 35.-A calculation of the value per acre of such land 
as was not reported in the census. (1909). 
d, 
z =-- ,... <l.l - ..... w c.> 
"": § "'" c:::.... ~~~ ,... <l) 238 ~ -:-,'"C 11J°'' ;, w 00 ~ <;:i 1lJ 
~'O ~ 4-1:S: Type area 
~u ~~~ .§~o 'g O ~* '-' 'O 0.. ,- 0. -I-, Q) 'O i:: 'O Q) :; ~ ~c....; A,e ~~en <l.l Q) ,-...,.) --- .:.... ~...,.) ; sB 
~.§ ~ <l) - ~ :... 0 t:: .es ~ ,N :... _:: Woo ~ 'O 0 
....... Q) !~]~. ~ to~ <:)" - (l.)C....,<l) !Xl~.:;: <r,~::; ~ o i.. ~o~ CJ =-~ 1-, 




746 66.0 $11.18 383 A $7.38 
Western Sand Hills 859 48.0 6.38 922 3.06 
Eastern Sand Hills 629 73.0 10.88 230 7.94 
Bo,ydi 
---·· ·· ········· 





502 60.4 13.12 329 7.02 
Buff'allo 
-------- ------
240 92:.3 49.40 20 45~60 
Custer 
·· ·-···· ··· ····· ----
316 91.3 35.10> 29 32.06 
Wayne 
------ --------------





53,1 79.0 16.40 143 12.95 
Har}an .... 
--------· ·· ···· 
264 95.0 35.50 14 33.72 
Thaye,r 
····· ······- ······ 
178 36,4 74.80 6 72.10 
Cass 
------------· · ··--------
164 96 . 0 86.10 7 82.66 
The value of land not reported is he re made to bear the same relation to tbe 
value of land reported as tbe per cent of land reported bears to 100 per cent of 
a ll land. 
TABLE 36.- Approximate v alue of land per farm in 1910. 
Type nrea 
Northwesrt to North Central 
High Plains ........... . 
Wes t ern Sand Hins ....... . 
E astern Sand Hills ......... . 
Boyd ................................ . 
Southwest to Northeast 
Ohas,e ............................... . 
Buff1a lo ............................. . 
Custer ............................. . 
Wayne ....................... ...... . 
Southwes,t t o Sout heast 
Ha r lan ···············---- ·-·-·· ··· ·--· 
Hitchcock -·-·-- ··-·-·--······ -·· ···· 
Thayer ............ ·-···-·-····-----·--
Cass -·-· -·--- ····-··-----··-············ 
Total value 

















tota l value 
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TABLE 37.-Capital in live stock, machinery, buildings, and 
land (1910) 
Va lue of Va lue of Value of Approx i· 
live s tock machinery building s mate va lue 
T,·pe area per farm per f <.ll'IU per farm of lanct per 
farm 
Northwest to North Central 
High P1a.ins 
··· ·· ·· ----- ·· · ·····- · 
$2,084 $290 i1,015 $11,166 
WE,£,t ern Sandi H i!1lis ........ 3,090 215 802 8,301 
Eas-tern Sand Hills .......... 1;624 235 918 8,670 
Boyd 
-- --···· -··· · ···· ·· ···· · · · -·· ···-
2,188 334 1,287 13,434 
Scuthwest to N OII'iJhwest 
Chase 
--------- ----
·· ·· ····· ········· 
1,616 294 885 9,192 
Buffa1o 1,849 366 1,558 12,768 
Custer 1,998 327 1,419 12,021 
Wayne 
--- ···· ··---- -- -- --- --
1,984 423 1,982 15,929 
S.out,h·weort to :::outheast 
Hit~h.~a,~k 
· · · · ·- -····· ····-·· ·· 
1,4?.) 850 938 10,560 
Harlan 
···-··---- · -·· · · · ·--
1,534 306 1,251 9,844 
Thayer . 
-- -··· --- ·· · · ····· ···· 
1,440 358 1,591 13,747 
Cass 1,510 362 1,887 14,698 
TABLE 38.- The approximate amoun t of capital per farm in 
1910. 
Type nrea 
Northwe£,t to North Cent ral 
High Plains 
W estea:n Sand HilJ!J,s ................ . 
E astern S,and Hil'ls ... ...................... .............. . 
Boydl ............................................... . 
Southwe,st to Northeast 
OhaJsie, ························-························ ·········· 
Buffalo ................................................ .................. . 
Guste,r ........................... .................................. . 
Wayne ............................ ........................... . 
Southwest to Sout h east 
Hi,t C'hcock ........................ .................... .......... . 
Har-tan ................................................................... . 
Thayer ................. ····-··································· 
Cass ......................... ................. ............. . 
·-·----
Tota l Tota l 
capi tnl cn pita l 
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TABLE 39.- The nativity of farm operators. 
Per cent 
Type area natiYe 
Northwesrt to North Cenctral 
High P la ins ........................................ . . 78 
W es<tern Sand Hi'Lls............................... . ... . 85 
E astern Sand Hill!s ............................................... . 87 
Boyd ......................................................................... . 72 
Southeast t o North east 
Chase ....................................................................... . 86 
Buffwlo ................................................................... . 70 
Cusrter ...................................................................... 1 85 
Wayne ............................................ .... .............. . 61 
Sowthwest t o Southeast 
Hitchcock .............. . ...................... .. ...... .... . . . 1 81 
Harlan ............ . ............................. .... . 81 
l!1:fe~ .... ·.·.·.··.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.:·.· .. ·.·.· .. ·.·.· ·.·.·.·.·.·.·.· .. ·.·.·.·.·.·.:··.· ... ·.·.·.:·.·.·.:·.··:.· ..· I 73 69 
TABLE 40.- Degree of ownership. 
Type area 
P er cent 




l'er cen t 





------------- . ·--- - ---· 
North wes,t to North Central 
High Plains ........................ . 
Western Sand Hms1 • •• •• •• • •••••••••• 
75 15 
83 13 
Easrtern Sandi llills ............ . 68 19 
Boyd ............................. . 49 23 
Southwest t o Northeast 
Chase ........................................... . 55 28 
BuffaI,o ...................................... . 45 15 
Cuslfur ....................................... . 45 17 
Wayne ....................................... . 44 13 
Sourthwes,t t o Sourbheast 
Hitchcock ................................ . 35 38 
Harlan . . ................ ........ . 38 22 
Thayer .... . .................... . 39 15 
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TABLE 41.-The forms of tenancy. 
T:ype area 
NortJhwest to North, Cenltra1 
™gh Phllins"-······ ·· ······· ········· ············· 
Wesitern Sand Hms ... .......... .... ........ . 
Eastern Sand Hills .......... ............ .. . 
Boyd . ................ ..................... ....... .... . 
Southwest to Northeast 
Chia;sie ············· ············ ····· ···-······ ·· ······ 
Buffail:o ................. ........... ......... .. ...... . 
Ousiter ········· ·· ······· ··· ········· ········· ··· ····-· ' 
Wayne ..... .............. ........... ...... .. ....... ' 
Southwest to S'outheiaSlt 
Hitclwock ··············· ···· ········ ···· ·······- ··· 
Harlan ······················· ···· ··············-· ·-· 
Thayer ... ... ........ ............................... . . 
Cass ············· ·· ·· ························ ········ ·-· ·· 
Per cent 
of t en ants 
classed as 
















as strictl y 
ca sh 





























TABLE 42.-A calculation of the average distance from farm 
to town. 
Type a rea 
Northwest to North Central 
High Plains• ·····-······· ···-····· ···· ··· ······· 
Wes tern Sand Hills ............... ........ . 
Eastern Sand Hills ......................... . 
Boyd ····•··························-· ···· ·········· 
Southwest t o N ortheasit 
Chase ············· ········-······· ················-· · 
Buffalo ·······-······ ···· ·· ·········· ······· ···· ·· 
Custer ············· ····-··········· ······ ········ ·-· 
Wayne ·························-···················· 
Sowthwest to Sout heast 
Hiioohcock ··· ·- ·····-··········· ·················· 
Harlan ............. .......... .......... ............ . 
Thayer ...... ........... .... ...... ...... ............ . 
Cass ······ ············ ······· ······ ······ -··· ····· ······ 
Average 
num ber 
of sec tions 
of la nd 
' : Ctfi ~ : tt: rd 
per town• : I 
Sq. Miles I 
825 ' I 
1514 ! 










































*Section s of land in the counties chosen to r epresent a t ype a r ea d ivided by 
the nu m ber of t owns contained . 
The squa r e root of the q ua n t ity obtained by divid ing t he a verage nu m ber 
of sections per town by 0.7845 . 
• The sq uare root of the qua ntity obtained by dividing one-ha lf of the aver-
age number of section s per town by 3.1416. [11-13-'18-3M ] 
-.' ., .. 
